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South India Hotels & Restaurants Association (SIHRA), a 63 year old preeminent trade 

association for the hospitality industry in southern India comprising the states of Andhra 

Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and the Union Territory of Puducherry, SIHRA has 

large hotel and restaurant members base covering the smallest stand-alone restaurants to the 

largest 5-star deluxe hotels.

SIHRA constitutes the southern region of the all India apex hospitality trade association – 

Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Associations of India (FHRAI) which presently has a pan 

India membership of around 4,000 members.

The main objective of SIHRA is to encourage, promote and protect the interest of its 

member establishments. It has been rendering professional advice and assistance from time 

to time to all its members on topics of vital importance.

SIHRA takes up the causes of its members with the various state governments as well as 

with other bodies and acts as the official spokesman for the Hospitality Industry. It also 

acts as advisory body to the state governments in south India towards formulating their 

respective tourism policies.

SIHRA regularly conducts professional development programmes and workshops 

to further enhance the existing professional knowledge and productivity skills of staff of 

member establishments to enable them to keep pace with the rapid developments in the 

hospitality industry worldwide.

SIHRA’s Executive Committee consists of President of Honour, President, four Vice 

Presidents, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer and thirteen Executive Committee 

Members. Except for the President of Honour, all other office bearers are elected annually. 

One-third retire by rotation and are eligible for re-election.

South India Hotels & Restaurants Association

For more inFormation contact:
The SouTh IndIa hoTelS & ReSTauRanTS aSSocIaTIon

m-1 'Prince centre', 709-710,anna Salai, chennai-600 006.
tel : 91-44- 28297511,91-44-28297512 teleFax : 91-44- 28297510

email : admin@sihra.in 
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The formation of New Goverment at the Centre with Shri 

Narendra Modi as Prime Minister of India having a clear 

mandate from the electorate exhibit stability, development and 

Good Governance. We look forward to rapid socio-economic 

programmes, especially in Tourism sector, by addressing 

various impediments which often constrain our hospitaity 

sector in achieving full potential. We are happy to note that Shri 

Shripad Yesso Naik has become Minister of State for Tourism 

(Independent Charge). He is a seasoned parliamentarian having 

indepth knowledge on tourism matters by representing many 

panels  before becoming  Tourism Minster. 

We look forward to his wise counsel and stewardship in 

solving problems that confront the growth of tourism, especially 

hospitality industry. Several changes in government notification 

have taken place after my last message in our SIHRA News. Kerala 

Goverment has reduced 5% of Luxury tax during lean period. 

We have requested to extend the same for the rest of the period. 

Government of Karnataka has reduced VAT to 5% on liquor 

served in Hotel Bars and has increased the minimum daily tariff 

on applicability of Luxury Tax to Rs 750 per day on room tariff. 

Both Tamil Nadu and Andhra Governments have been requested 

in writing to rationalise their tax structure. Our Association is 

also seeking legal opinion for filing writ petition on the issue of 

VAT on liquor sales levied by Tamil Nadu government. We have 

obtained a stay order on the levy of VAT with retrospective effect 

from Tamil Nadu Government Excise Department. We are also 

contemplating a similar writ petition on the service tax levied by 

Centre. Your Association is taking all efforts to remove stringent 

and outdated rules enforced by various state governments. A 

proposal has been made for the establishment of Food testing Lab 

at Regional Level to enable easy and financially viable facilities 

for SIHRA Members to contain with the proposed stringent 

regulations under FSSAI Act.

Three of our members viz, CGH Good Earth Brunton 

Courtyard, Vivanta by Taj and Kumarakom Lake Resort were 

proud recipients of National Tourism Awards for the year 2012-

13.Apart from these members the Department of Tourism of both  

- Government of Kerala and Andhra Pradesh, have been awarded 

for their tourism promotion efforts. Hearty congratulations and 

best wishes to them.

Members will be happy to note that the FHRAI Annual  

convention held at Jaipur from 12th to 14th Sepember, 2014. was 

a grand success. The convention committee chalked out many 

intresting and meaningful programmes for the members. Like in 

the past I hope many of our members participated to make the 

event a grand success.

Let me end this note with a sense of optimism that out hotel 

industry will have good progress with rich turnover in he following 

months.

Wishing you a happy festive season.

K Syama Raju
President's Message

Dear Members,

K Syama Raju

President, SIHRA
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Hospitality Biz is a monthly news & analysis 
magazine reporting on and for the Indian 

hospitality industry.
This magazine has a holistic focus and it 
streamlines news and analysis relevant to 

this industry in a crisp format. The magazine 
also has a combination of current news 

stories across each of the industry’s verticals 
backed by analysis and perspective.

www.hospitalitybizindia.com is India’s 
only live news online portal (with hourly 

updates), which provides quality 
information to hoteliers and industry 

consultants. Launched in December 2007, 
this comprehensive website helps you 

source information, news, views, analysis, 
trends, features and best practices in the 

Indian hospitality industry.

INDIA.COM

Look no further for the
Best in Hospitality News

For further information, drop us a mail on 

MUMBAI
Nilesh Argekar: nilesh.argekar@saffronsynergies.in | 098676 10986

Millind Pandhare: millind.pandhare@Saffronsynergies.in | 098208 47292

NEW DELHI
Umesh Sharma: umesh.sharma@saffronsynergies.in | 098107 02275

HYDERABAD
Y S Venkatswamy: ysvenkatswamy@gmail.com | 099897 50306

FOR  SUBSCRIBTION
Rameshwari Salunkhe: rameshwari.salunkhe@saffronsynergies.in | 022- 67121875
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P Krishna Kumar
Editor's Desk

India was at the summit of the world last week when our own indigenously developed Mars 
Orbiter Mission, MOM in short, entered the orbit of Mars successfully at the very first 

attempt.  There was great jubilation when MOM actually reached its destination after completing 
all the stages of propulsion spanning over ten months.  The mission showed the world once again 
India’s scientific capabilities, high quality human resource, superior indigenous technology, etc. 
But unfortunately, what’s intriguing is that why we are not able to become self-reliant in many 
other aspects, which are pretty silly compared to these big budget innovations and expeditions.  

No rocket science is involved in hoteliering, this is what every industry expert confides.  If 
there is no rocket science involved in hotliering, then why do we need so many international 
brands to manage our hotel assets? The discussion on hotel management and evolving manager-
owner relationships in the Indian hotel landscape at the recently concluded FHRAI convention 
posed some serious questions on this subject. Why Indian owners suffer in silence and succumb 
to arm-twisting by international brands in the name of brand standards? Is it market necessity or 
the sheer “gora” mindset within us, as one renowned hospitality consultant put it,  the problem? 
Who can understand an Indian owner’s psyche better than the home grown brand managers?  It 
will be interesting to watch how the market find answers as it matures. 

The pronounced policy of the new government is to remove all barriers for investments and 
industrial activity in the country.  The Ministry of Tourism had tried to remove some key barri-
ers in its own way. But some of the ‘landmark’ decisions, as bureaucrats put it, have only helped 
in creating confusion rather than clarity in the minds of the industry and stakeholders. For 
instance, the decision to remove the mandatory provision of bars for hotel classification will be 
inconsequential  to 99.9%  of the industry.  Who would prefer to put “‘alcohol free’ in brackets” 
on the plaque of a 5-star property in India? Another ‘landmark’ decision is to reduce the number 
of documents required to apply for hotel classification.  But, will classification certificate enable 
a hoteliers to operationalise his hotel?   No.  The Ministry in a way is asking the investors to 
find their own way to get umpteen approvals and licences  required from various local and state 
departments to get their assets operational. These “historic decisions” can be taken only with a 
pinch of salt.  

Meanwhile, the hotel industry has started looking up after consecutive years of lull in the 
business.  The industry has witnessed upward movement in occupancies in key cities in the first 
six months of the current year. Various study reports, including the one by HVS on Trends & 
Opportunities have highlighted the mood change in the Indian hotel industry. 

P Krishna Kumar
krishna.kumar@saffronsynergies.in

Make in India!
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MINISTRY of Tourism, Government of 
India, based on the recommendations 

of the core committee constituted to formulate 
Sustainable Tourism practices for the tourism 
industry, has brought out a comprehensive 
Sustainable Tourism Criteria for India (STCI).   
The STCI guidelines covers key aspects of 
sustainability covering economic, social and 
environmental concerns related to tourism.  
Considering tourism as a multi-sectoral 
activity, the current set of STCI guidelines 
broadly covers three areas of tourism business 
– Accommodation units (hotels), Tour 
Operators, and Beaches, Backwaters and 
Rivers. 

In a nut-shell, the STCI formulated in line 
with the Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria, 
urges stakeholders in these industry seg-
ments to demonstrate ‘voluntarily’ effective 
sustainable management practices in terms of 
design of infrastructure including buildings, 
use locally available materials, dispose waste 
scientifically and employ energy-efficient 
methods to reduce carbon footprint, maximise 
socio-economic benefits to the local commu-
nity, and minimise the impact on cultural and 
historical heritage.

The Ministry has plans to bring about simi-
lar guidelines to cover other verticals of travel 
and tourism including tourist transport opera-
tors, destination management companies, etc. 
in the second phase. Launching the STCI in 
New Delhi, Shripad Yesso Naik, Union Tour-
ism & Culture Minister said that the govern-
ment was committed to develop tourism in a 
sustainable manner with minimum impact to 
the environment.  He urged upon the industry 
stakeholders to make sustainability part of 
their “ethos” rather than taking it as a “mere 
guideline.” “Just adoption of the guidelines will 
not be enough.  The industry should make it 
part of their ethos rather than considering it as 
mere guideline,” he said. 

Earlier making a keynote address, Sofia 
Gutierrez, Deputy Director for Sustainable 
Development of Tourism, UNWTO said that 
today international tourists have the choice 

and they ask for tour packages, hotels, and 
other products which are sensitive to concerns 
of environment.  She said that more than one 
billion travellers crossed their borders in 2013 
and the number is expected to touch 1.8 billion 
by 2030.  The impact on environment will be 
disastrous if environmentally sustainable busi-
ness practices are not adopted by the industry.  

Making a presentation on the efforts culmi-
nated in the formulation of STCI guidelines, 
Anand Kumar, Joint Secretary-Tourism, Gov-
ernment of India said that tourism is a multi-
sectoral activity, and therefore the committee 
had prioritised three key sectors for STCI to 
start with. He said that the Ministry will con-
duct workshops to create awareness in the 
industry about the benefits of adopting these 
STCI guidelines.  However, these guidelines 
will not be enforced.  However, the Ministry 
will incentivise stakeholders in different ways 
including Market Development Assistance for 

“volunteering” into STCI Guidelines, Kumar 
said.

Later, speaking to SIHRA NEWS, Mandip 
Singh Soin, President, Eco-tourism Society of 
India (ESOI) who was part of the expert com-
mittee which formulated the guidelines agreed 
that the challenge will be on implementing 
these guidelines and taking it to the main-
stream.  He said that there is “lot of angst” as 
to the success because of the “voluntary” pro-
vision.  However, he said that the system can 
work if the government incentivises people 
by creating a separate gateway for businesses 
which are STCI accredited. SM Shervani, 
President, FHRAI also welcomed the STCI 
and called it a progressive one.  He said that 
the hotel industry will welcome any guideline 
which is transparent.  A lot of hassles an inves-
tor faces after the completion of project can be 
resolved if there is clarity and transparency in 
guidelines, he said.  n

Ministry of Tourism brings out Sustainable 
Tourism Criteria  for Indian Tourism industry

Shripad Yesso Naik, along with other dignitaries, unveils the STCI guidelines

The Ministry of Tourism has launched 
‘Culinary Survey of India’ for identifi-

cation, documentation and archiving of 
recipes across the country. It recently laid 
the foundation stone for the Indian Culi-
nary Institute in Tirupati.

Parvez Dewan, Secretary, Ministry of 
Tourism said, “Initially, we are aiming to 
garner 600 recipes and will archive them 
in both written and video format. We will 
also start training schools for cooks to 
encourage research in molecular gas-
tronomy and international techniques in 
cooking.”

The objective of the survey is to retrieve 
and create a national databank of Indian 
culinary traditions, recipes, etc., and make 

it available for references, researches, etc. 
The exercise of compiling the cuisines and 
their recipes will be done by the students 
and faculties of Institute of Hotel Manage-
ment (IHM) under the National Council for 
Hotel Management & Catering Technology 
(NCHMCT) in every region in the country. 
“There is a set format for the survey and 
they will collect the information based on 
that format,” informed an official of the 
National Council. The target is to compile 
at least 6,000 recipes initially, he added.

At a second stage, people behind these 
recipes will be invited to demonstrate the 
cooking before an eminent panel of chefs 
and will be recoded and kept for future ref-
erences, the official said.n

MoT plans comprehensive survey of Indian cuisines
Culinary Survey of India to identify, archive recipes across the country
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M INISTRY of Tourism (MoT), 
Government of India has decided to 

simplify the hotel classification norms with 
immediate effect.  Under the revised norms, 
the Ministry has decided to do away with 
all the licences except two important ones, 
trade licence and bar licence, to apply for the 
hotel classification/re-classification.

Earlier, the hotel owners had to produce   
ten to 15 different licences with their appli-
cation for classification.  These licences com-
prised no objection certificates (NOC) from 
the police, local municipal sanitary depart-
ment, fire service. It also included consents 
to operate from State Pollution Control 
Board, Environment & Forest department in 
case of hotels coming under CRZ/ Airport 
Authority for being located near airports 
and approvals for building plan from the 

local government, etc.  As per the revised 
norms, the owners of these hotels have to 
produce only an affidavit in this context 
with the application.  As per the new norms, 
owners and hoteliers will require a trade 
licence/certificate from the local munici-

pality/corporation that the establishment 
is registered as a hotel, and the bar licence 
from the excise department.

Informing about the new norms, Anand 
Kumar, Joint Secretary, MoT said that the 
decision has been taken in sync with the 
policy of the new government to simplify 
licensing procedures and service delivery.  
He said that the Hotel & Restaurant Approval 
& Classification Committee (HRACC) will 
inspect the premises based on these affida-
vits and certificates and will decide on the 
classification requests accordingly.

Meanwhile, as reported by Hospitality Biz 
earlier, MoT is also seriously considering 
the demand to do away with mandatory bar 
clause to attain any star category for hotels 
in India.  Once it is implemented, hotels 
without bars can also get superior five-star 
and above classification if they meet other 
classification parameters. n

MoT simplifies hotel classification norms
Proposes to do away with all licences except trade licence and bar licence

MoT to focus on development of 50 tourist circuits
tHE Ministry of Tourism (MoT), 

Government of India has identified 
50 tourist circuits for development, 
which include Cruise Tourism for Goa, 
Core Buddhist Circuit, and Pilgrimage 
Circuits. Shripad Yesso Naik, Minister 
of State with Independent Charge for 
Tourism and Culture, Government 
of India, announced this at a meeting 
organised by Confederation of Indian 
Industry (CII) in Goa, as per a release.

The Minister said that India will be 
positioned as a global brand by making 
travel hassle-free and user-friendly through 
implementation of E-Visa that will be intro-
duced in a phased manner at nine airports in 
India, including Goa, very shortly. This will 
be a game-changer for the tourism industry 
and will attract a large number of foreign 
tourists, he said.

Arjun Sharma, Co-Chair, CII National 
Committee on Tourism, and Managing 
Director, Le Passage to India, emphasised 
that for India to achieve its goal of attract-
ing 12 million foreign tourists annually, 

and to combat issues pertaining to taxation, 
visa, infrastructure, and other concerns, it 
is essential that the government and private 

sectors collaborate and work together to 
achieve the set targets and help the coun-
try become a major tourist destination.

CII too suggested the creation of an 
empowered National Tourism Board 
comprising the government, public and 
private players who can work in part-
nership. A step-by-step approach and 
deliberation over the existing suggestions 
of cost of visa and its link to reciprocity, 
simplifying visa form and procedures, 
improvements in visa processes, exempt-

ing hotels and tour operators from Service 
Tax on foreign exchange earnings, and alle-
viating the problem of multiplicity of taxes 
at various levels will help the sector prosper 
and become a major foreign exchange 
earner for India.

Another suggestion made by CII was 
to create a Task Force on Cleanliness and 
Security, and engage ex-servicemen who 
can provide insights to make an impact. 
Also, commercial tourist vehicles can make 

use of smart cards to facilitate seamless travel 
through state borders. n

Earlier, the hotel owners had 
to produce   ten to 15 different 
licences with their application 
for classification.  As per the 

revised norms, the owners of these 
hotels have to produce only an 

affidavit in this context with the 
application.

India will be positioned as a global 
brand by making travel hassle-
free and user-friendly through 

implementation of E-Visa that will 
be introduced in a phased manner 

at nine airports in India

SHripad yeSSo Naik  
Minister of State with Independent 
Charge for Tourism and Culture, 

Government of India

arjuN SHarMa  
Co-Chair, CII National Committee 

on Tourism, and Managing 
Director, Le Passage to India
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63rd AGM in Chennai
new executive committee members (2014-15) of SiHra  

elected during the 63rd aGm, held in chennai

the meeting of executive commitee members of SiHra , chennai ec 2014 -15

1. mr mP Purushothaman President of Honour

2. mr K Syama raju President

3. mr m chakravarthy treasurer

4. mr t nataraajan Hony Secretary

5. mr K murali rao Vice President

6. mr Suresh Pillai Vice President

7. mr Subir Bhowmick Vice President

8. mr K nagaraju Vice President

9. mr r Srinivasan

10. mr P G Venkatramana Babu 

11. mr G V Krishanaiah 

12. Dr. m Venkadasubbu meeting with railway minister 

13. mr. B D Prabhu Shankar 

14. mr. D Srinivasan 

15. mr. D V S Somaraju 

16. mr. m Balakrishna reddy 

17.  mr Suresh madhok

18. mr Hari arumugam

19. mr K ravi

20. mr Pcm Santhanam

21. mr S Basavaraj

at the recently concluded ec meeting at tirupati, a unique initiative taken by the President to bring together members of both andhra Pradesh and the newly 
formed state of telegana. the sIHra ec members interacted with the local members and were apprised of the advantages and the constraints that now faced 
the industry. the meeting was graced by the august presence of the Minister for environment & forests, science & technology, cooperation, Govt. of aP,  
Mr. bojjala Gopala Krishna reddy who promised all the support and assistance for furthering the Industry. this was followed by a Press meet that was well 
covered by both the print and electronic media.'
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SIHRa presented a memorandum to 
the current Finance Minister requesting 
- Rationalization of the Industry's Tax 
Structure, Industry status for Tourism 
and parity with other Exporters, access 
to Finance etc. 

at a joint meeting with the Health 
Minister at Delhi,  Mr Syama Raju,  
President of the association put 
forth its plea on the Food Safety and 
Standards act, 2011 and requested 
a revisit of the act as most  of the 
provisions of the act  are restrictive to 
trade and food service and requested 
assurance of a more practical 
implementation. 

 Past Times

39th annual General meeting of SiHra - Saturday 
august 11, 1990 , connemara Hotel , chennai

mr Suresh madhok, ec member, SiHra with 
mr PrS oberoi , chairman, oberoi Hotels at 
the Global Hospitality conclave
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ITC Grand Chola wins the title of 
Best Whisky Bar India Award

tHE ITC Grand Chola’s Signature Bar 
The Cheroot - Malt and Cigar Lounge 

has been recognized as the Best Whisky 
Bar India at the sixth edition of Icons of 
Whisky Awards 2014. The Cheroot – Malt 
& Cigar Lounge at ITC Grand Chola 
offers guests a wide selection of malts and 
cognacs that perfectly complement the 
finest of cigars.  The Cheroot celebrates the 
refined art of rolling Shuruttu or cigars, 

which Madras was once famous for. Each 
guest experience can be customized with 
a pick from the Glass Museum which 
showcases the different types of glasses 

that various types of malts, scotches, 
whiskies, cognacs, and brandies are 
traditionally served in.

Commenting on the win, Ranvir Bhan-
dari, Regional Vice President - South & 
General Manager, ITC Grand Chola said, 
“We are deeply honoured that The Cheroot 
Bar – Malt and Cigar Lounge has been des-
ignated as the Best Whisky Bar India. The 
Bar has become a sanctuary for discerning 

connoisseurs across the city of Chen-
nai and besides offering them a wide 
selection of rare whiskies and malts, it 
has also been regarded as an ideal set-
ting for quiet sit backs and engaging 
conversations. We at ITC Grand Chola 
endeavor to provide our guests with 
the highest standards of service and in 
turn giving them an experience which 
is bespoke and evokes an essence of ITC 
Grand Chola's signature hospitality.”

This is the sixth edition of The Icons 
of Whisky Awards and it has been brought 
to the country by Spiritual Luxury Living, 
South-Asia’s premiere International Spirits 
& Whisky Experiences firm. n

Government of Karnataka in plans to 
introduce Tourism Facilitation Act
Pins hopes on favourable amendments for CRZ restrictions from MoEF

iN a step to solve delays related to projects 
permissions and other licencing norms 

related to tourism projects, Karnataka 
Government is planning to have a Tourism 
Facilitation Act in the State. This was 
informed by RV Deshpande, Minister for 
Tourism and Higher Education, Karnataka 
while speaking at the FHRAI convention 
in Jaipur. He said that the Industries 
Department has recently come out with 
similar Act, and the government is keen to 
introduce one on similar lines for tourism 
as well.

Deshpande said that the State has identified 
42 beaches and 11 islands in the coastal belt 
of Karnataka and awaiting project clearances 
from Ministry of Environment and Forests 
(MoEF). He said that special committee of 
MoEF had visited the southern states. And, 
they are hopeful of positive results sooner 
than later on Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) 
regulations.

Talking about Tourism in general, Desh-
pande said that right infrastructure and right 
human resource are integral for tourism, and 
its growth would not be possible without 

addressing 
these issues.

While wel-
coming and 
appreciating 
the intention 
of Narendra 
Modi, Prime Minister Of India to spruce up 
pilgrim destinations to make them clean and 
hygienic, The Karnataka Minister said that 
these are required to be adequately budgeted 
to make them effective and make changes on 
the ground. n

rV deSHpaNde 
 Minister for Tourism and Higher 

Education, Karnataka

Starwood launches SPG Pro

Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide 
Inc announced the debut of SPG Pro, 

an all-new, comprehensive loyalty pro-
gramme for the meeting and travel profes-
sionals. The programme is an extension 
of the Starwood Preferred Guest (SPG) 
loyalty programme and is set to debut on 
October 15, 2014. This new programme 
will offer meeting and travel profession-
als SPG elite status, upgrades and Star-
points for B2B business booked at any of 
the Starwood’s nearly 1,200 properties 
around the world. Travel professionals 
will be able to reach SPG elite status, up-
grades and Starpoints with various ben-
efits at different status levels. As a value 
addition, any SPG member, who books a 
group stay, event or a corporate business 
meeting, regardless of if they are a travel 
professional or not, will earn Starpoints 
and status for the business they influence. 
B2B accounts for nearly 70% of Star-
wood’s overall room revenue. 

“SPG Pro is a compelling way for Star-
wood to reward our global customers, 
provide more personalised service on 
property and  really understand the totality 
of the business our partners influence,” 
said Christie Hicks, SVP Starwood sales 
organisation. n
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iN a major change at the top management 
at Indian Hotels Company Ltd. (IHCL),  

the brand manager of Taj Group of Hotels, 
Raymond Bickson, CEO and Managing 
Director, for last 11 years of the company 
has been replaced by Rakesh Sarna.  Sarna 
has taken over charge with effect from 
September 1. As per an official release 
by the company, Bickson will pursue his 
professional interests elsewhere.

In this role, Sarna would be responsible 
for steering the growth of the organisa-
tion as it continues to be positioned as a 
strong India based hotel chain with stra-
tegic presence in chosen markets outside 
India.

Sarna brings over three decades of 
experience across various leadership 
roles with Hyatt Hotels. He was the 
Group President of Americas and Execu-
tive Vice President at Hyatt Hotels Cor-
poration. Sarna has had an international 

upbringing. He moved to Canada as a 
young adult and completed his Diploma 
in Hospitality Administration from 
Ottawa.

Under Bickson the Taj Group’s brand 
growth and expansion into major 

gateway cities worldwide have left the 
company well-positioned to take advan-
tage of a steadily strengthening global 
economy and improving international 
travel trends. n

Rakesh Sarna replaces Raymond Bickson as 
Managing Director and CEO at IHCL

Rakesh k saRna

IHCL's flagship property - Taj Mahel Hotel Palace

aditya’s Institute of Hotel Management founded under the auspices of ramani Mangaiyarkarasi educational 
trust was inaugurated on the 28th of august 2014. r. Prabakar, executive committee Member, sIHra and 
Dr. s. suganthi Prabakar, specialised eye surgeon, annai eye care clinic, Pondicherry were the chief 
Guests on the occasion. M. Ponnilango, Director - technical, Jenneys academy of tourism and Hotel 
Management, presided over the function. com. c.H. balamohanan, Honorary President, Pondicherry 
state Government employees associations, delivered the Keynote address. com. t. Murugan, senior 
trade union Leader, Puducherry, Dr. sherry abraham, asst. Professor, Dept. of tourism studies, school 
of Management, Pondicherry university and com. s. ramachandran, treasurer, tamilnadu Progressive 
writers artists association were the Guests of Honour.

Inauguration of Aditya’s Institute of Hotel Management, Pondicherry

M. Venkada subbu, President of the 
tamil Nadu Hotels association met  
thiru. D.V.sadananda Gowda, Honorable 
Minister of railways and presented a 
memorandum to improve railway tourism 
infrastructure for the convenience of the 
public and suggested some new train 
routes. 
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FHRAI and HRAWI unveil non commercial 
food testing laboratory in Vadodara
tHE Federation of Hotel and Restaurant 

Associations of India (FHRAI) along 
with its western region counterpart, Hotel 
and Restaurant Association Western India 
(HRAWI) inaugurated their first Food 
Testing Laboratory at Vadodara, Gujarat. 
Launched on a non-commercial basis, the 
lab will not only follow global standards of 
food safety and hygiene, but will also conduct 
the tests at forty to fifty percent lower costs 
than its commercial counterparts. With this, 
HRAWI has become the first hospitality 
industry association in the country to 
establish its own food testing laboratory.

Speaking at the launch of the laboratory 
D S Advani, President, HRAWI said, “With 
the introduction of Food Safety and Stan-
dards Act it has become mandatory for food 
business operators (FBOs) to test their food 
products. The number of labs that currently 
exist are grossly insufficient and will not be 
able to cope with the sheer volume of ser-
vice seekers. Our lab will benefit thousands 
of FBOs from bakery federations, catering 
associations, food retail traders and mithai-
wala associations, among others.” 

The HRAWI owned lab is fully equipped 
with national and international standard 
equipments. Managed by a team of quali-
fied and experienced technologists, it would 
have proficiency to test almost all the Indian 
culinary samples.  In addition, unlike other 
labs, the HRAWI lab will send technologists 
personally to collect food samples from the 
hoteliers and other FBOs. Such samplings 
would reflect the truth without ambiguity. 

“Another important feature of the lab is 
that the services will be offered at 40-50% 
discounted rates compared to existing 
market rates. It is our objective to encour-
age FBOs and our members to follow 
international standards of hygiene,” said 
Nirav Gandhi, Chairman, Gujarat Region, 
HRAWI. “The FSSAI Act mandates self 
declaration from FBOs for food items.  To 
do that, scientific testing on microbiological 

and chemical parameters would become a 
must.” 

Along with the setting up of the lab, 
HRAWI would also make provision for 
training and education of hoteliers. The 
training programme will help hoteliers put 
up systems and procedures in place to make 
them independent in maintaining food 
safety norms. 

“The training will include setting up of a 
documented system on cutting, handling 
and preservation of food and other raw 
materials. Proper information and training 
will be provided on temperatures in which 
different types of food need to be preserved 
along with other defined parameters. The 
system will take into consideration factors 

like hygiene station, receiving raw material 
station, pre production, post production, 
serving station and set up standard operat-
ing procedures for each of them. Food han-
dlers habit changes from one hotel to other.  
This new arrangement will provide one of a 
kind service that will help hoteliers main-
tain standardized practices,” said Kamlesh 
Barot, immediate past-President, HRAWI.

 Only upon maintaining a system for six 
to twelve months will the hotels be accorded 
certifications. Other aspects of the training 
programme will include providing guid-
ance to hoteliers on adherence to FSSAI 
laws. It will explain complex procedures in 
simple implementable formats. The training 
will be provided at the hotel property and 
will be tailor made for each property with 
ISO 22000 and HACCP (Hazard Analysis 
and Critical Control Points) Certification 
norm.

FHRAI’s knowledge partner Parikshan 
will undertake tests and risk analysis at 
the newly instituted lab. Parikshan runs an 
NABL audited lab in Chennai and will bring 
its vast experience to the Vadodara lab.  
Nobody would be allowed inside the lab 
except for the technologist/food analyst.

“Since inception HRAWI has been 
working towards achieving international 
standards of Food Safety among its mem-
bers. It has been one of our key objectives 
to establish internally a compliance frame-
work that is transparent, yet flexible and 
one that maintains the highest standards 
of hygiene. The setting up of the new lab 
will bring us a step closer to achieving this 
objective,” confided Gurbaxish Singh Kohli, 
Vice President, HRAWI. n

The HRAWI owned lab is 
fully equipped with national 
and international standard 

equipments. Managed by a team 
of qualified and experienced 
technologists, it would have 
proficiency to test almost all 
the Indian culinary samples.  
In addition, unlike other labs, 

the HRAWI lab will send 
technologists personally to collect 
food samples from the hoteliers 

and other FBOs. Such samplings 
would reflect the truth without 

ambiguity. 
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the Federation of Hotel & Restaurant 
Associations of India (FHRAI) annu-

al Awards held during the 49th Annual 
Convention of the Federation in Jaipur 
recently honoured young achievers from 
the industry in 16 different categories 
which included Young Hotel Entrepre-
neur of the Year; Young Restaurant Entre-
preneur; Young Hotel General Manager; 
Young Hotel F&B Manager of the Year; 
Young Hotel Front Office Manager; Envi-
ronment Champion of the Year, etc. 

The Awards were presented by Parvez 
Dewan, Secretary-Tourism, Government of 
India in the presence of S M Shervani, Presi-
dent, FHRAI. The Award winners included, 
D. Aditya Deenadayal of Aalankrita Resort & 
Spa, Hyderabad for the Young Hotel Entre-
preneur of the Year, Akash Bhatia of Red 
Fox Hotel, East Delhi for the Young Hotel 
General Manager of the Year and P Krishna 
Kumar, Assistant Editor, Hospitality Biz for 
the Best Hospitality Journalist Award for 
2013-14 among others. n

Young achievers honoured at 
annual FHRAI Awards

Declare year 2015 as 
Visit India Year: FHRAI

Federation of Hotel & Restaurant 
Associations of India (FHRAI) has 

asked the union government to declare 
2015 as Visit India Year. This demand 
was put forward by S M Shervani, 
President, FHRAI, at the inaugural cer-
emony of 49th annual convention of the 
Federation in Jaipur. 
The Convention 
was inaugurated by 
Chief Minister of 
Rajasthan, Vasund-
hara Raje Scin-
dia. Present on the 
occasion were R V 
Deshpande, Minis-
ter of Tourism and 
Higher Education& 
Tourism, Karnataka, Rana Kapoor, CEO 
of Yes Bank and President ASSOCHAM. 
Around 500 delegates from across the 
country participated in the three day 
Convention.

In order to create the buzz about 
the introduction of Electronic Travel 
Authrisation (ETA), which is scheduled 
to be rolled out from December this 
year, Shervani asked the government 
to declare 2015 as Visit India Year. He 
suggested that various festivals need 
to be created and promoted across the 
country as part of the Visit India Year. 
He also proposed that tourism industry 
should be exempted from luxury and 
entertainment taxes during the year, and 
visitors should be given VAT refund for 
their shopping at the ports of exit.

Shervani also urged the state govern-
ments to support the tourism industry 
through pragmatic policies. Taking pot 
shots at the Kerala government's deci-
sion to close down bars and limit liquor 
licenses to five- star hotels, Shervani 
said that the industry was "dismayed" 
by the decision and urged Kerala gov-
ernment to roll back the decision. n

S M SHerVaNi  
President, FHRAI
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Annual Convention 2014:
An effort to make the Industry Voice HeardFHRAI

The 49th FHRaI Convention held between September 12 and 14 in Jaipur was quite a serious affair 
considering the large participation, quality of deliberations, and moreover meticulous organization. a 
round up of the annual convention by P Krishna Kumar

The tone and tenor of the 49th annual convention of the one of 
the oldest and  the largest hotel industry ‘s representative body, 

FHRAI, was set by  none other than the President of the Federation, 
SM Shervani in unequivocal terms at the very beginning of the con-
vention itself.  He played   a caricature film made by FHRAI with 
voice over  given  by the President himself  depicting the perils of 
Mr Incredible who set out to construct a hotel in in India.  He tried 
to send out the message that the tourism and hospitality industry 
in the country cannot sustain and support government’s ambitious 
growth targets simply on the basis of make-belief promises bearing 
the burden and brunt of restrictions, regulations, licence raj, exor-
bitant and multiple taxation. Citing  the WTTC Travel & Tourism 
Competitive Index  2013, Shervani said that while India ranks 21st in 
natural, cultural and human resources out of the 144 countries of the 
world, in terms of  travel and tourism policies and regulations India 
ranks 125.  The industry has taken note of the positive vibes from the 
present government, including the decision to introduce Electronic 
Travel Authorisation (ETA) to liberalise the Visa regime. However, in 
order to create the buzz in the overseas markets,  Shervani proposed 
the government to declare 2015 as Visit India Year. He suggested that 
various festivals need to be created and promoted across the country 
as part of the Visit India Year. He also proposed that tourism industry 
should be exempted from luxury and entertainment taxes during the 
year, and visitors should be given VAT refund for their shopping at 
the ports of exit.

The convention was inaugurated by Vasundhara Raje Scindia, 
Chief Minister of Rajasthan.  Spelling out her government’s outlook 
towards tourism sector, the Chief Minister said that the govern-
ment is not looking at the sector as driver of revenue for the state, 
but an engine for inclusive growth. She said that time has come that 
everyone looked beyond the mainstream.  Long term sustainability 
is the key for tourism and with this objective the government will 
be focusing on protection and preservation of heritage structures, 
especially in regions like Bharatpur, Bikaner and Udaipur. She said 
that the government is keen to work with private sector for conser-
vation of heritage structures. She said that her government intends 
to make forts, palaces and such monuments into “lively” places and 
exploring the possibilities making them accessible and available for 
entertainments, events, weddings, etc.    Informing the delegates that 
her government is about to announce a revised Tourism Policy for 
the state, the Chief Minister said the new policy will take care of the 
bottlenecks currently experienced by investors on land availability, 
land use conversions, etc.  

Present at the inaugural, RV Deshpande, Minister of Tourism & 

Higher Education, Karnataka  said that the State government is plan-
ning to have a Tourism Facilitation Act  to address delays related to 
projects permissions and other licencing issues  related to tourism 
projects. Talking about Tourism in general, Deshpande said that right 
infrastructure and right human resource are integral for tourism, and 
its growth would not be possible without addressing these issues. 
While welcoming and appreciating the intention of Narendra Modi, 
Prime Minister Of India to spruce up pilgrim destinations to make 
them clean and hygienic, The Karnataka Minister said that these are 
required to be adequately budgeted to make them effective and make 
changes on the ground.

Rana Kapoor, CEO of Yes Bank, and President, ASSOCHAM 
remarked that tourism and hospitality sector amalgamates all other 
sectors of the economy and acts as a catalyst for economic growth. 

He cited the example of Thailand how they were able to transform 
Bangkok as a tourism hub, despite having the same challenges and 
complexities as India.  Buddhist pilgrims are one of the richest in the 
world and India has magical opportunities to benefit out of this.  He 
also touched upon the potential of tourism in the Himalayan region, 
if right infrastructure is created.

1  The Tide is Turning
The deliberations of the FHRAI convention started with a pre-

sentation by Manav Thadani, Chairman-Asia Pacific, HVS.  Quot-
ing from the HVS report  on the Indian hotel trends, Thadani said 
that  the industry  is on the threshold of another up-swing after three 
consecutive years of down turn. Considering the cyclical nature of 
the hotel business, Thadani said that the industry needs  to evolve 
systems to forecast the future better.   On a nationwide basis, branded   
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organised supply grew at a CAGR of 17.8% over the past five years. 
Demand for these rooms grew at 17.6% for the same period, he said. 
As a result, India-wide occupancies moved from 59.3% in 2011/12 to 
57.8% in 2012/13 and have closed at 58.9% in 2013/14. Average Room 
Rates, however, have gone from Rs`6,032 to `Rs 5,773 and are now at 
Rs`5,531 for the period of  April 1,  2013 to  March 31, 2014. While 
occupancies have remained range-
bound, average rates have declined for 
several years in a row.  

Going forward, Thadani said that 
there will be a slowing down in new sup-
plies.  The new supply will remain in the 
range of 8-10 percent.  The ADR’s and 
RevPARs are expected to grow at 10 per 
cent and 15 per cent respectively over 
the next five years, he said.  He squarely 
blamed poor salesman ship of hotel sales 
people for the current predicament.  He 
questioned the rationale behind drop-
ping rates to improve occupancies.

2   Concern about skyrocketing Opex
The main concern at the ‘CEO’s Conclave: Capacity Building in 

a Volatile Market’, was the rapidly increasing operating cost amidst 
challenging business environs.  The panel discussion moderated by 
Manav Thadani had the likes of Patu Keswani, CMD & CEO of Lemon 
Tree Hotels; Rajeev Menon, Area Vice President South Asia, Marriott 
International; Ajay Bakaya, Executive Director, Sarovar Hotels; and 
Jyoti Narang, COO, Taj Hotels Resorts & Palaces, and Suresh Kumar, 
CEO, Fortune Park Hotels.  While the panelists expressed their 
confidence in the Indian growth story, they  raised their  concerns 
on the rising operating cost.  “Challenge is more on the bottomline 
because of increasing energy, food, human resource costs,” said 
Bakaya.  Keswani cautioned on keeping a tab on the debt-equity ratio 
to make projects sustainable.  He suggested .5:1 ratio in the current 
circumstances to remain viable.  “Those who did not pay attention 

to this are on the block for sale today,” he added.  Commenting on 
the manager-owner relationships, Menon said that all the contracts 
are “strongly negotiated”, and therefore the notion that management 
companies dictating terms do not arise.  He said that it is important 
that the local partners have an “organized structure” to withstand the 
financial challenges of the market. 

3  Be Active on the Digital 
space

There was an interesting panel of hotel market-
ing  people, online travel companies, distribution 
channels, and travel review specialist to share the 
latest trends in the ‘emerging digital and social 
media landscape’.  The panel discussion was 
moderated by Ravish Swarup, Founder, Praxis 
Services.  Expressing his views on the role of 
digital space, Mike Kistner, CEO of RezNext 
Global Solutions said that “communication” with 
target audience would become impossible if the 
businesses do not leverage the digital space.  He 
said that it is important to educate the hotel and 

restaurant industry about the capabilities and distribution oppor-
tunities that digital media can bring to their businesses. Namrita 
Sehgal, Director – Internet Marketing, Taj Hotels said that there is an 
explosion in terms of technology and it is important for businesses 
to pick up the right platform based on their requirement rather than 
going by the fad.  Selva Kumar Rajasekaran, General Manager-New 
Product Development, Vodafone India said that it is important to 
adapt to changing technologies to monetize the changing consumer 
behavior.  Darshana Shirodkar, Director-Market Management (India 
sub-continent), Expedia  said that the hotels should see the value the 
online distribution agencies bring to the table than the cost involved 
.  She also highlighted the importance of a mobile app strategy in the 
changing times.  She said that about 55% of people access internet 
through mobile phones today.  Nikhil Ganju, Country Manager-
India, TripAdvisor  said that there are so many “low hanging fruits” 

The industry needs  to evolve 
systems to forecast the future 

better. On a nationwide basis, 
branded organised supply grew 
at a CAGR of 17.8% over the 

past five years. Demand for these 
rooms grew at 17.6% for the same 

period. As a result, India-wide 
occupancies moved from 59.3% in 
2011/12 to 57.8% in 2012/13 and 
have closed at 58.9% in 2013/14.
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that businesses can grab to enhance their revenues with a little bit of 
focus on online reputation management.

4  Why Equity investors shy  away 
from hotel projects?

The session on the issues of capital funding faced by the hospitality 
industry in the country evoked good interest in the audience.  The 
session  - Where is the Money? – was moderated by Anil Advani, 
Promoter Director, Quantum Tourism & Financial Vistas. Kick-
starting the discussion Advani asked why hotel industry was not able 
to attract equity investors, FDI, etc. as in other industries.  “Industries 
which can attract equity investments can only grow.  To make that 
happen the hotel industry should be able to deliver double digit 
return on capital investment,” he said.   Chender Baljee, CEO, Royal 
Orchid Hotels Ltd. put the blame on the “mindset” of the Indian 
bankers for the funding issues of the industry.  The bankers never 
come to the promoters’  rescue at times of distress for rescheduling, 
one time settlement, etc. , he said.  Sumchit Anand, Founder, Acqui-
sory Advisors said that equity investors generally look for a return  of 
18% above which the hospitality industry never able to provide.  Even 
those investors who invested at the time of boom in 2006-07 did not 
make that money, he said.   

Anoop Bali, Chief General Manager, TFCI  said that it is less risky 
to fund mix-use development rather than standalone hotels.  Com-
pared to big hotel projects, Bali informed that Budget hotels are still 
making good returns on investment in the country. “It is advisable 
that promoters approach banks for funding only after the civil works 
are over,” suggested Baljee.    

5  Release of JLL-FHRAI Report on 
Management Contract Trends in 
India

Lones Lang LaSalee (JLL), the knowledge partner for the Convention, 
released a study report on Management Contract Trends in India at 
the convention.  The report was released by Ed Fitch, Executive Vice 
President-Strategic Advisory, JLL – Asia Pacific. The report identifies 
the main commercial trends and considerations of hotel management 
contracts in India market.  The report was prepared by analyzing and 
reviewing 42 management contracts across hotel segments and cities 
in the country.  

Making a presentation on hotel industry performance in APAC 
through the last couple of years, Fitch said that major markets 
like India and China were impacted poor RevPAR growth in 2013 
because of over supply.  Lot of new supplies have come into cities 
like Shanghai and Beijing in the follow up to major events like 2010 
Expo and Olympics in these cities.  India is not different, he said. 
Major hotel transactions also occurred in these markets in 2013, and 
trends would continue in 2014 as well.  Hotel developments in these 
markets were impacted due to global financial slow down of 2009, 
and operators have become more selective, he said.  In hotel manage-
ment contracts, there has been a visible shift in balance of power in 
favour of owners, Fitch said. 

6  Management Contracts: 
Relationship matters

The panel discussion on Hotel management contracts had an interest-
ing panel comprising  consultants, owners and brand managers and  
was received well by the delegates. Homi S Aibara, Partner, Mahajan 
& Aibara  stated that most of the problems related to management 
contracts arise because of the mindset of the Indian owners.  ‘Why 
they want a ‘gora’ (white man) to manage their assets when there are 
so many successful domestic hotel management companies which 
have good track-record in delivering better profit margins for own-
ers?’  he asked.   Brands are very conscious of their reputation.  Even 
though, management contracts are largely one-sided, relationship 
between the two partners is quite important, he said.  

Giving an owner’s perspective to the issue,  Hari Mohan Dangay-
ach, Chairman of Dangayach Group said that brands have a double 
standard when it comes to brand standards in the US and Asia.  He 
questioned the rationale of specifying vendors for procurement by 
management companies. He said that while it is easy for owners to 
control cost especially the pay roll cost in a franchisee model, they 
have to succumb to the brand standards and pressures in manage-
ment contracts.

The role of an Asset Manager was highlighted by Aibara .  The ses-
sion was moderated by Mandeep S Lamba, Managing Director, Jones 
Lang LaSalle (JLL) Hotels & Hospitality India.

Major markets like India and China were 
impacted poor RevPAR growth in 2013 

because of over supply. Lot of new supply 
came up in cities like Shanghai and Beijing 

in the follow up to major events like 2010 
Expo and Olympics in these cities.  India is 
not different. Major hotel transactions also 

occurred in these markets in 2013, and trends 
will continue in 2014 as well. 
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7  Issues of Convergence and 
Synergy: Have faith in FAITH

The session on ‘Convergence and Synergy to strengthen Brand India’ 
was moderated by Himmat Anand, Founder, Tree of Life Resorts & 
Hotels. The panelists included heads of industry associations like Sarab 
Jit Singh, Vice President, FAITH; Jyoti Kapur, President, ADTOI, and 
SM Shervani, President, FHRAI.  Girish Shankar, Additional Secre-
tary, Ministry of Tourism represented the government in the panel.  
Question was raised whether the Incredible India branding has out-
lived or not? Girish Shankar said that ‘Brand India’ has much wider 
connotations while Incredible India is specific to tourism.  But, he 
said that the department has tried to drive many smaller campaigns 
within Incredible India  over the years. The panelists sounded quite 
positive about the way an umbrella body for tourism and hospitality 
industry, FAITH, has been formed and expressed the hope that it will 
enhance their joint bargaining and lobbying power at the corridors of 
power.  Himmat suggested to the associations to invite international 
speakers for their conferences to “get a different perspective” about 
business and industry, rather than “preaching each other”.  

8  Dismantling the Barriers 
for business is priority for 
government : Parvez Dewan

Speaking at the valedictory of the three-day FHRAI annual conven-
tion, Parvez Dewan, Secretary, Ministry of Tourism, Government 
of India said that the present government gives utmost priority in 
removing the barriers for the business and industry in the coun-
try.  He explained various measures taken by the new government 
including revising and simplifying the hotel Classification norms and 
making bars non-mandatory for getting higher classification, etc.  He 
said that the Ministry is aware and updated about the various issues 
related with the tourism and hospitality industry and would spare no 
efforts to address those issues.  

Speaking on the occasion, SK Aggarwal,  Principal Secretary  - 
Tourism, Government of Rajasthan said that the state is eager to 
involve the private sector in tourism infrastructure development in 
a big way.  The government has identified about 35 old forts to be 
leased out to private investors. Besides this, the government is also 

planning to hand over the accommodation units owned and operated 
by Rajasthan State Tourism Development Corporation to interested 
private entrepreneurs. Aggarwal said that the government is open to 
lease, joint venture or outright sale of these units. Taking the privati-
sation drive forward, the government is also keen to involve private 
sector in the upkeep and maintenance of tourism assets in the state, 
he said.

9  Recognition for Hospitality Biz at 
Annual FHRAI Awards

The unflinching effort of Hospitality Biz  to track and inform the 
news, views and analysis relatied to the hospitality industry to the 
industry readership in the country was once again recognized by the 
apex body of the Indian hotel and restaurant industry, Federation of 
Hotel & Restaurant Associations of India (FHRAI) .  At the annual 
FHRAI awards held as part of the 49th Annual Convention, Hospi-
tality Biz’s  Assistant Editor, P Krishna Kumar was bestowed with the 
‘Best Hospitality Journalist for 2013-14’.

Awards were given away in 16 different categories at the annual 
FHRAI awards.  These included  Young Hotel Entrepreneur of the 
Year;  Young Restaurant Entrepreneur; Young Hotel General Man-
ager; Young Hotel F&B Manager of the Year;  Young Hotel Front 
Office Manager; Environment Champion of the Year, etc. 

Parvez Dewan, Secretary-Tourism, Government of India  presented  
the awards  in the presence of SM Shervani, President, FHRAI at the 
annual convention venue at  Jaipur Marriott .  

10  Showcasing Rajasthan and its 
heritage

Although the Jaipur Marriott was the convention venue, the FHRAI 
convention provided ample exposure to the rich hospitality of the 
pink city with a taste of heritage.  The city has innumerable heritage 
locations and venues which can host lavish dinners and colourful 
events.  The Jai Mahal Palace Hotel, a landmark heritage hotel of the 
Taj Hotels, hosted the delegates of the convention on the second day.  
Similarly, the historic City Palace of Jaipur played host to the last days 
evening dinner.  These events gave a glimpse of the heritage of the city 
as well as the numerous venues available for big events in the city.

11  Financial support for J&K Flood 
Victims:

FHRAI committed a  sum of Rs 31 lakhs to the Prime Minister’s 
Relief Fund to support the rehabilitation of flood victims of the state 
of Jammu & Kashmir.  The announcement was made by SM Shervani, 
President, FHRAI at the valedictory of the convention.  The amount 
will be collected from all the regional associations in coming days. 

(To read the complete round-up on FHRAI log-on to www.
hospitalitybizindia.com)
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HYDERABAD has multiple pseudonyms 
– City of Pearls, the City of Charminar, 

the City of Nizams,  the Genome Capital of 
India, Cyberabad and more. For travel and 
tourism industry, Hyderabad is the MICE 
capital of India, for its unparalleled meetings 
and convention infrastructure. Although the 
image of the city has taken a beating in recent 
years for the Statehood agitation, the hotel 
industry in the city is expecting a recovery 
in business fortunes with political dust over 
state bifurcation seemingly settling for once 
and for ever. There was a palpable difference 
in industry sentiments when we approached 
for comments of the stakeholders now and 
six months ago.  While no one was ready 
to air their sentiments when the issue was 
burning on the streets of Hyderabad, there 
is considerable relief in the words of the 
hospitality stakeholders as the issue had a 
dramatic end with the Parliament concluding 
the Reorganisation Bill for carving out 
Telangana from the erstwhile Andhra with 
Hyderabad as a consensual capital for both 
the states for the initial 10 years.

“The hospitality industry has no doubt been 
impacted by the Statehood related turmoil. 
Budget-cuts and reduced travel into the city 
have had negative impact on the hotel business. 
However with the state issue now resolved, 
the future looks promising and we expect the 
business to improve in the coming months. 
The formation of two separate states will bring 
in new projects and the city hotels will benefit,” 
said Rajneesh Malhotra, General Manager, 
Radisson Blu Plaza, Hyderabad.  “The hotel 
industry which was gruelling under the over-
all financial slowdown in the local economy, 
the Statehood agitation was an additional 
stroke,” informed Sharad Datta, General Man-
ager, Hyderabad Marriott Hotel & Convention 
Centre. “Hyderabad which has probably borne 
the maximum brunt of the slowdown should 
see a gradual turnaround beginning in the 
third quarter. With the separate state decision 
announcement, the uncertainty should sub-
side and international travel – primarily for 
MICE - should see a boost.”

“The improvements in the situation at the 
ground level has already started showing up on 
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the business of the hotels,” observed Peter Frawley, General Manager 
Delegate, Accor Andhra Pradesh Hotels & Goa Hotel Operations. 
“The turmoil of the past had caused uncertainty amongst buyers to 
a certain extent. With the State Reorganization Bill, there is stability 
in the city and we have witnessed moderate improvement in business 
sentiment. The present mood is upbeat and everybody is gearing up 
for the post election stability, a bounce due to some pent up demand 
and development in the region.” 

Demand-supply situation
The classified/organised hotel inventory in the city of Hyderabad has 
seen drastic change over the last decade.  All the serious domestic 
and international brands have their presence in Hyderabad.  The 
room inventory in the city has grown at a CAGR of over 19 per cent 
between 2007-08 and 2012-13. While the number of hotel rooms in 
the city in the organised segment was less than 2,500 in 2007-08, the 
same has more than doubled to touch 5,320 in 2012-13.  On the other 
hand, the demand side remained weak resulting in decline in average 
room rates and RevPARs.  The occupancies in the city in 2012-13, 
as per HVS report, was around 50 percent.  The average room rates 
registered a decline of 6.3 per cent between 2008-09  and 2012-13, as 
per the report. 

“The city supply has been growing steadily in the past 2-3 years and 

is expected to grow further in the next 2-3 years. Due to the political 
uncertainty in the State the demand has not grown at par with the 
supply. As a result city hotels have had to resort to a price based strat-
egy to sustain occupancy levels and drive RevPar. However, this has 
resulted in a decrease in the overall city ARR,” confided Malhotra of 
Radisson Blu Plaza.  Expressing similar opinion, Datta of Hyderabad 
Marriot said that the rate corrections in the market has in turn given 
an opportunity for hotels to revisit strategies in terms of sourcing, 
marketing, cost controlling, etc. “The rise in supply has resulted in a 
rate pressure across the city and has called for revisions/corrections 
in ARRs & RevPARs across brands. The moderation in terms of hotel 
rates has made hotels more affordable to the domestic customers,” 
he said. 

Emerging competition for MICE pie
Hyderabad is the only city in India with a dedicated convention 
bureau and infrastructure built for world class meetings and con-
gresses. This has helped the city to bid successfully for many inter-
national and national conferences. The city’s unique industrial and 
business orientation also helped in leveraging this business. Hydera-
bad is a global centre of information technology. Similarly, the city is 
also the pharmaceutical capital of the country.  There are umpteen 
number of heavy industries and service industries footprint in the 
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city also creating demand for meetings and 
conventions.  Moreover, the city boasts of 
the first purpose built and state-of-the-art 
convention facility in whole of South Asia 
in Hyderabad International Convention 
Centre (HICC).  The convention Centre 
and 287-room 5-star hotel adjoining it, 
Novotel Hotel, are managed by Accor. 
“Hyderabad offers strategic advantage in 
terms of infrastructure, connectivity, hos-
pitality and political bandwidth.  The hotels 
in Hyderabad offer significant advantages 
to organisers in terms of conferencing space 
and all related facilities. All key players in 
Hyderabad are gaining due to increased 
MICE tourism in the city, the ‘trickle down 
effect’  where conference dollars multiply as 
they flow through the community will con-
tinue to benefit the city.  HICC continues to 
remain the trophy of India – the only world 
class convention center in the nation – well 
known around the world with a glittering track record to boast. The 
HCVB  realises that constant brand marketing is maintained world-
wide,” informed Frawley.

However, much water has flown down river Musi. The hegemony 
the city enjoyed in terms of convention infrastructure is getting chal-
lenged by other cities as well.  The gateway cities of Delhi, Mumbai, 
Chennai, Bengaluru, and more all getting there in a big way.  The 
hotel industry in Hyderabad also realizes the mounting competition 
not only from international MICE destinations, but also nationally. 
Hyderabad has enjoyed the limelight of being a MICE destination as 
it was the only city in the country that had the infrastructure to host 
large conferences. “The emergence of quality convention centers in 

other parts of the country is giving Hyderabad 
a run for its money,” agreed Datta.   “However, 
with the growing pace of pharma and health-
care sectors in the city, Hyderabad should 
remain a preferred city for most organisers. 
This will greatly depend on the government 
focusing on this traditional strength of the city, 
and supporting marketing and infrastructure 
initiatives for Hyderabad. This is also impor-
tant as there is competition from international 
venues for global events, and these events, if 
won by Hyderabad, will enhance the city’s 
image as a premier MICE destination,” he 
added.  In order to maintain the edge, the city 
planners have to create some value add ons 
in the shape of entertainment venues, night 
life, etc., feels others.  “It is important that 
Hyderabad develops other facilities that sup-
port the convention business to stay ahead in 
the race. We need to develop more infrastruc-
ture addressing entertainment, recreation and 

night-life. Other services like road transport have to be improved and 
made affordable,” informed Malhotra.

Expectation of a resurgence
With the stalemate of Statehood put to rest, the industry in the state is 
yet again hopeful of a resurgence in fortunes with new mega projects 
in the horizon.  After HiTech city and Gachhibowli, the new textile 
park near international airport and few other high budget invest-
ments are expected to gain momentum once again.  However, the 
hospitality industry wanted the new government in the state to focus 
on the infrastructure like good roads, electricity, and other issues 
which could really integral to an international city.  n
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  What do you think about the current 
status of Chefs in Indian five-star hotels?

  Chefs in five star hotels today have 
a good standing, and are recognised 
as a valued resource in the organisation. 
Those who show great skills and 
qualities rise higher on the ladder, and 
share an active involvement in 
business decisions.

 
  What is your opinion on the quality of 

manpower that comes into the kitchen 
these days? Are they satisfactory or does 
it need lot of improvement?

  There is a dearth of skilled 
manpower supply in the kitchen. The 
numbers of aspiring Chefs are many 
but the right quality is not easily 
available. It is sometimes appalling to 
see the quality and skills of available 
resources, and that is why we now 
prefer recruiting freshers and training 
them as per our requirement.

 
  What do you think about the culinary 

education scenario in India? What are the 
opportunities available today for Chefs?

  There are a large number of 
culinary institutes across the country 
but only a few seem to be contributing 
quality culinary education in the field. 
The few good ones are recognised in 
most Chef circles, and their strong 

network and influence helps others 
make wise decisions. Opportunities 
for Chefs are aplenty. Not only can 
they apply for positions in hotels but 
also in restaurants, cruise liners, food 
retail industry, R&D and more.

 
  With increased focus on international 

cuisines and fusion food, is Indian food 
popularity going down or being 
neglected?

  No matter how many cuisines and 
concepts become popular, Indian food 
will never be out of vogue. The 
exponents of Indian cuisine have been 
keeping the art alive. Traditional 
Indian food has maintained its 
demand by virtue of consistency in its 
quality and taste. Alternatively, there 
is a school of Indian food which is 
modern and contemporary. It has also 
carved a niche for itself worldwide.

 
  Do you think all Chefs are given their 

due credit and recognition from their work 
and efforts? Do some chefs within the 
team steal all the show?

  There may be many cooks but 
always a few Chefs. Not always does 
everyone gets credit or recognition 
instantly. But persistence usually pays 
well in this industry. The performers 
in the team shine out naturally and 

are given more opportunities to 
showcase their talents. Eventually the 
team makes way for the deserving 
candidate. If he’s able to make the 
most out of the chance given, he can 
shine in glory. But it is always a very 
small number. More often than not, 
we have many hands working in the 
background while making a face 
worthy of the limelight.

 
  What would you say about the current 

infrastructure of hotel kitchens? Are 
hotels up to date with the latest kitchen 
equipment and offerings?

  There are many kitchens in the 
country that can boast of the best 
infrastructure in the world. But the 
infrastructure required is primarily 
related to the output expected from 
the hotel kitchen. Having the latest 
kitchen equipment will surely give the 
kitchen team some great support in 
terms of time and quality, but as 
business managers, Chefs do need to 
take a call on the financial feasibility 
and utility of the equipment involved.

Chefs rely on their skill and 
knowledge as much as they do on the 
equipment required. Even the best 
infrastructure will fail if the kitchen 
team does not have the aptitude and 
skill required to utilise it optimally. n

‘Experimentation is the key 
to stay motivated in this 
profession’

With continued expansion of the food services industry in India, opportunities for Chefs today are plentiful. A good Chef has 

to be a manager, a businessman and a great cook. To marry all three together is sometimes a difficult task. In an interaction 

with Shweta Ramsay, Sudhir Nair, Executive Chef, Avasa, Hyderabad reveals more on chefs and the industry
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HYDERABAD – the capital of Telangana, stands today as a city 
of fusion. With a rich cultural history that can be traced up to 

400 years before India's independence, the city narrates the legacy of 
royal ballrooms, its palaces and havelis along with ultra-modern IT 
structures, that were built a few years back. With a unique history 
and cuisine of its own (read Hyderabadi Biryanis), Dakhni (regional 
dialect of the Urdu is spoken here), the city is a hub of Urdu poetry 
and literature. Hyderabad thus, epitomises the old world charm 
blended in modernity, a melting-pot for tourism

History's child
Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah, a ruler of the Qutb Shahi dynasty, was 
the founder of Hyderabad City. In the year 1591, when the Moon was 
in the constellation of Leo, Jupiter in its own abode and all celestial 
planets favourably placed, he laid the foundation of a new city which 
he called Bhagyanagar after his beloved queen 'Bhagmati'. Bhagmati 
embraced Islam and took the name Hyder Mahal and consequently 
Bhagynagar was renamed Hyderabad after her. Abul Hasan Tana 
Shah was the last king of Golconda. It was during his reign that the 

Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb after a siege of 8 months was able to 
storm into the fortress when the gates were opened by a traitor in 
1687. Abul Hasan was taken prisoner first to Bidar and then to Daula-
tabad (Aurangabad) where he died in prison after 12 years of captiv-
ity. On September 22, 1687, Golconda was conquered by Aurangzeb 
and became a part of the six Mughal provinces in the Deccan. Maha-
bat Khan who was initially the Commander of the Golconda army, 
switched sides and joined the Mughal camp. He was appointed the 
Governor of Golconda-Hyderabad state, by Aurangzeb. 

From its inception by the Qutub Shahi dynasty to the occupation 
of the Mughal Empire and its decline and fall, and the subsequent rise 
under the Asaf Jahi dynasty, the city has been the place where the tra-
ditions–both cultural and linguistic–of North India and South India 
meet. The residents of the city refer to themselves as Hyderabadis 
and they have developed for themselves a culture that is distinctly a 
mixture of both Muslim and Hindu traditions. 

Owing to the fact that the presence of information technology 
is particularly heavy in Hyderabad–in fact, it is one of India’s pri-
mary IT cities and is the center of India’s scientific and technologi-
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cal development–modern lifestyle is particularly 
embraced in Hyderabad. The city’s cosmopolitan 
outlook and modernism has also attracted people 
of different ethnicities, religions, and lifestyles, 
contributing to the diversity of its culture. Yet, 
even with this touch of modernism, Hyderabad 
has managed to preserve its heritage. 

Culture curry
For the discerning palate, the Hyderabadi cuisine 
can best be described as a surprising blend of 
Persian and Mughal cuisine. As such, they have 
a distinct spicy and tangy quality. The Hydera-
badi cuisine is mostly influenced by the Mughals 
who ruled Hyderabad and Golconda in the 17th 

century. The most famous example of this also 
happens to be the iconic dish of the region, the 
Hyderabadi biryani, made primarily of goat meat 
and rice. Traditional Indian sweets are also known 
well-known mainly due to their ghee-based items. 
Irani chai or tea is already quite popular and are 
commonly served on street corners around the 
city. For paan lovers, Hyderabad is a heaven for 
their palate. From Secunderabad to Hyderabad, 
there are numerous paan shops that tantalise the 
taste buds. M.G. Road in Hyderabad is known 
to serve one of the best 'meetha' paans in India. 
Hyderabadis a paan lovers, they love to relish a 
good mouth freshner after a wholesome meal 
of Biryani. Paan in Hyderabad is a post-dessert 
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snack. Dimmy Pan Palace at Prendhergast Road 
in Sindhi Colony offers 75 varieties of paan with 
additional 30 varieties for those who have a 
sweet -tooth. 'Kalakhatta Meenakshi' is one of 
their specialties and a must-have if one plans to 
visit Hyderabad.

Culture is also very evident in the various 
festivals held in the city annually and are usu-
ally enjoyed regardless of one’s ethnicity, caste 
or religion. The famous Hyderabad festivals 
include the Deccan Festival held every 25th of 
February and highlights the city’s culture, arts, 
and crafts, and the Vinayak Chaturti, celebrat-
ing the day when the Hindu deity Lord Ganesha 
was born. The locals also celebrate Bonalu, a 
Hindu festival for Goddess Mahankali or Kali 
with great aplomb Telangana region. It is cel-
ebrated during Ashada masam (July – August). 

In Hyderabad, the Bonalu festival celebrations 
begin at Golconda Mahankali, located inside 
the Golconda Fort. ‘Bonam’ means ‘Bhojanam’ 
or food in Telugu, an offering to the Goddess. 
Women prepare rice cooked with milk and jag-
gery in a new brass or earthen pot adorned with 
neem leaves, turmeric, vermillion and a lit diya 
(lighted oil lamp) and carry the pots on their 
heads along with bangles and sarees. Another 
festival celebrated with gusto is Ugadi. It marks 
the first day of the New Year, it symbolises the 
beginning of a new age. Women dress in the 
half-Saree called Langa -Voni. Beautiful Sarees 
created in Kalamkari, Bidri, Nirmal paintings, 
and fascinating weaves from the Pochampalli, 
Gadwal and Venkatagiri heritage can be seen 
adorning the city streets.

Exploring the city
The palaces and monuments of Hyderabad 
reflect the golden era of Indian history. The 
granite frescos of Golconda, ethic structures 
of Falaknama, and the architectural wonder – 
Charminar, are all housed in the city of pearls, 
known for its Laad Bazaar (The bangle market). 
The city enchants travellers with its grand his-
toric palaces like the Falaknuma, the Chowmo-
halla, the Purani Haveli and King Kothi. 

Falaknuma
Hyderabad has stood testament to various 
foreign invasions, the Falaknuma is  one of the 
last palaces to have remained in good condition 
as a witness to these invasions. A collection of 
rare treasures stands as a testimony to the glory, 
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wealth and power of the 19th Century court of 
the Nizam of Hyderabad. The palace cost nearly 
Rs 3.5 million in the 1880`s. In the later years, 
Falaknuma became a part of the IHCL Group in 
order to maintain and restore its glory. Today, it 
is known as Taj Falaknuma Palace. 

Charminar
The grand, tall, stately structure, popularly 
called Charminar, is globally recognized icon, 
an architectural grandeur, situated on the banks 
of the Musi River. Awesome, eye-catching, and 
arousing one’s sensual taste, the monument 
remains fresh in one’s memories for years to 
come. A tourist cannot miss out on such centu-
ries old grandiose creation. On the east of it lies 
the enticing Laad Bazaar and the granitely based 
Makkah Masjid.

The grandeur Indo-Islamic architecture splen-
didly displays the Persian architectural streaks 
of forgone era of rich Muslim heritage, made 
up of limestone, pulverized, mortar, reflecting 

Mughlai architectural talent. The four minarets 
add to the aura of the Hyderabadi monument.

Golconda Fort
Enthralling, making you miss a heartbeat, and 
blink an eye or two is the Golconda fortress 
citadel, which has an amazing acoustical system, 
whereby a clap of your hands can leave behind 
resounding noise that reverberates all-around 
you. The Quli Qutub Shahi exemplary refined 
shows through in the architectural designing of 
the Fort. You will certainly feel small standing in 
front of it, but the grandeur feeling in you will 
lighten up in order to feel as grand as the monu-
ment itself.The famous fort was a safe venue 
for the Kohinoor diamond as well as hope dia-
mond. The Golconda fame for diamond mines 
is a popular and the Europeans definitely were 
attracted to this rich landmine.
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The Chowmahallah  
Palace
The Chowmahallah Palace was once the centre 
of Hyderabad. It was the seat of the Asafjahi 
dynasty where the Nizam entertained his official 
guests and royal visitors. The palace is unique 
for its style and elegance. The complex consists 
of two courtyards with elegant palaces, the 
grand Khilwat (the Durbar Hall), fountains and 
gardens. Khilwat Mubarak is the heart of the 
Palace. 

A 'Heritage Library' is the latest addition to 
Chowmahalla Palace! Thrown open to the pub-
lic, this is a one-of-its-kind library with around 
10,000 books built up with the personal collec-
tion of the Asaf Jahi Nizams. Its natural vintage 

look, refurbished furniture from the Nizam's era 
along with paintings and portraits of the Nizams 
amidst pin drop silence makes it a perfect set-
ting for research scholars.

The massive collection of books and manu-
scripts predominantly belonging to the VI 
Nizam Mir Mahbub Ali Khan, VII Nizam Mir 
Osman Ali Khan and the titular Nizam Mukar-
ram Jah was lying scattered in different palaces 
including the Nazri Bagh Palace at King Koti, 
Chiraan Palace and the Bellavista Palace, the 
erstwhile residence of Azam Jah, elder son of 
VII Nizam.

Laad bazaar
Laad Bazaar is a popular market in Hyderabad 
which is known for its colorful lac and glass 
bangles. The market obtained its name from ‘lad’ 
means ‘lacquer’ which is used to make bangles 
on which you can see artificial stones studded. 
The bazaar is filled to the brim with small shops 
selling authentic lac bangles, saris, jewelry and 
other items for weddings, occasions and general 
wear. It takes 3 hours for 6-7 people to make 
one lac bangle with all the glittering stones and 
sparkling effect. The price of these special Lac 
Bangles in Laad Bazaar starts from Rs. 1200 and 
it may go more than Rs. 10000.

This old market which has been operating 
since the reign of Nizams and Qutb Shahis lies 
in the vicinity of other popular buildings such 
as Charminar, Mecca Masjid and the Chowma-
halla Palace. As the street is popular for bangles, 
it is also known as ‘Choodi (bangle) Bazaar’. 
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Located on one of the four roads that come 
from Charminar, Laad Bazaar is part of the 
old city of Hyderabad. The road also has 
great significance as it is one of the arterial 
roads that connects the Charminar to the 
Chowmahalla Palace. 

A visionary city
Brand Hyderabad has a galaxy of educa-
tional research institutions, outstanding, 
infrastructure an affordable lifestyle, and 
a cosmopolitan culture that makes it the 
hub of global tech companies. Since, a high 
percentage of Indian software professionals 
hail from Andhra Pradesh. Hyderabad, is 
an automatic choice for global companies 
looking to leverage India. It has one of the 
best manpower pools in the country, and one 
of the world’s best airports, coupled with the 
focus on improving the rest of its infrastruc-
ture, a formula that will surely leave the other 
cities behind. 

The Telangana government has recently 
announced a single window clearance 
(SWC) to make it easy to do business in the 
state. Their new industrial policy will be real-

istic and ambitious. Palle Raghunatha Reddy, 
Minister for Tourism, Andhra Pradesh 
said that no stone will be left unturned by 
the government to give a boost to tourism. 
Its 972 km. long coastline with scores of 
temples will be leveraged as a growth engine. 
Golconda Fort, pearls and biryani`s, the 
Kakatiya circuit with Warangal as the hub 
and the adjacent Karimnagar are also being 
promoted and popularized by the State. The 
State tourism board is in plans to promote 
South India, with increased connectivity and 
new airlines on the anvil. Safety of tourists 
will be the priority of the government here, 
said  Reddy. With the government policies 
taking shape in near future, Hyderabad`s 
tourism circuit definetly seems to take an 
upswing alongside. n
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The recent developments in the branded 
hospitality market, especially in relation 

to frequent brand conversions, forces one to 
think whether Indian hotel market has come 
of age rather quickly.  There was a time when 
the asset owners were forced to remain in 
the owner-brand manager wed-lock through 
the entire duration of the contract period 
whether or not the relationship was cordial.  
It was not easy to get out of the management 
contract ‘lock’, to say the least.  But the trends 
are reversing if the signals are anything to be 
believed.   

The last couple of years have seen an 
increasing trend of brand hopping and 
conversions by owners in India. Le Royal 
Meridien at Sahar, Mumbai converted 
to Hilton Mumbai International Airport 
Hotel; Starwood Hotels & Resorts took over 
the management of Royal Orchid Central 
Ahmedabad hotel from SAMHI Hotels Pvt 
Ltd. and Shangri La Mumbai now stands as 
Palladium Hotel, Mumbai. The Delhi NCR 
has witnessed strange trends of overnight 
change of brand loyalty from owners. A 
fairly large luxury property in West Delhi 
proposed as Wyndham Hotel changed plans 
to announce a tie up with Lebua and finally 
becoming a WelcomHotel managed by ITC. 
Eros Group’ twin towers managed by Hilton 

changed over to InterContinental Group and 
became Crowne Plaza and Holiday Inn.  

Choice galore
From just two to three international hotel 
brands that existed in the country few 
decades ago, today, the Indian hospital-
ity landscape features almost 40 brands. The 
opening of the Indian economy towards the 
90s and the IT and real estate boom in the 
country triggered hospitality development 
across the country towards the end of the last 
millennium. International players started 
looking at India as a big opportunity in the 
new millennium. In the beginning, due 
to lack of awareness and experience, hotel 
owners were completely reliant on manage-
ment companies as their main interest was 
to brand the property with an international 
name to leverage international leisure and 
corporate businesses. The owners signed on 
dotted lines without realising the nitty-gritty 
of the contract provisions.

Today, most of the well-known global hos-
pitality chains have their presence in India.  
Owner-Operator relationship in the country 
has undergone a sea change over the years. A 
well - negotiated management contract that 
satisfies both the owner and operator ensures 
an effective relationship between the two 

Management agreements were 

originally born of a desire to allow 

financial or passive owners to 

participate in the ownership of hotel 

real estate while contracting with 

brand managers to operate the hotel 

on the owners’ behalf. In India, the 

owner-operator relationship has 

drastically evolved over the past few 

years. There is no way management 

companies today can take the 

owners for granted. Shweta Ramsay 

interacts with industry experts and 

finds out more

Owner-Manager relationship:  
Are Indian owners becoming assertive?
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parties in the long - term. If the objectives 
of both parties are not effectively negotiated 
and met, disputes may result.

The change has mostly been influenced by 
the fact that the current Indian owner is more 
experienced and knowledgeable today than 
ever before. Previously, the entire concept of 
“management contracts” was new with most 
owners developing, branding and managing 
their own hotels. This resulted in operators 
having a clear upper hand in negotiations. 
However, times have changed and so has 
the equations. Owners have several brands 
to choose from within the same position-
ing, increasing the competition among the 
operators who are trying to keep up with the 
publicly announced aggressive expansion 
plans. Consequently, hasty and detrimental 
tie-ups are falling apart.

 Due to the influx of multitude of hotel 
management companies in the country, hotel 
owners are more aware of their interests and 
benefits. Hotel owners today are owners 
making smarter decisions.

Making sense of the 
break-ups
Many consider the phenomenon of rebrand-
ing as a sign of the increasing maturity of the 
market both from an operator and an owner 
perspective, as also a signal that both parties 
better understand the value of the brand and 
the delivery of better economic returns to 
owners. In more mature markets, the case 
for rebranding is made more acute given 
the larger number of brands, as well as the 
need for differentiating over a period of time. 
What we are seeing in the Indian market is 
the beginnings of this cycle. Today, own-
ers are realising the pitfalls of choosing a 
brand / operator without going through a 
rigorous process, and this perhaps has been 
the trigger for the recent spate of rebrands. 
The suitability between the brand and the 
product is also something that owners have 
started questioning, from the perspective of 
positioning, and compatibility from a rela-
tionship perspective.

PR Srinivas, Director, Hospitality, Cush-

man & Wakefield India Pvt Ltd said, “Indian 
owners are now more than aware of the 
international standing of brands, and what 
value they deliver, and have increasingly 
become more involved in selecting a brand 
for their hotels. I would not term it as being 
“smarter in dealing with brands”, but more 
as an evolution of needs. With more devel-
opers travelling the globe, and seeing for 
themselves the relative merits of brands in 
the international markets, they have become 
more acute in negotiations.”

Commenting on the subject, Manav 
Thadani, Chairman, HVS Asia Pacific said, 
“Operators need to realise that the manage-
ment contract needs to be a win-win for 
both sides. In this direction, we are witness-
ing more owner-friendly provisions such as 
robust performances tests, owner’s priority 
and key money being offered, termination 
upon hotel sale, and tiered incentive and 
base fee structures, among others. On the 
other hand, owners too need to understand 
that brand hopping will not only cost them 
money, but also have an adverse impact on 
the employee morale, and result in a loss of 
goodwill in the market.”

Indian owners/developers have become 
smarter over the decades while dealing with 
international brand managers. With own-
ers now having multiple properties (either 
branded by the same operator or by multiple 
operators), they know exactly how much the 
operators can be pushed – what are their 
upper and lower ends of, and what added 
value do each of them bring to the table. Also 
increasingly, one can see owners prioritising 
compatibility with the brand, over fees men-
tioned Srinivas. n
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Owner’s perspective
Owners are getting more experienced with 
handling the brand standards and require-
ments of operators. There is a lot more 
negotiation happening on the terms of the 
contracts. Since many international opera-
tors have recently entered the market and are 
aggressive about their growth, they are also 
more flexible with some of their require-
ments.

“There is a lot of learning that takes place 
with the first hotel. These get incorporated 
when negotiating the next hotel. As the 
number of hotels increase the likelihood 
of developers working with more than one 
brand is high. Working with multiple hotel 
brands allows owners to better understand 
the terms that brands can be flexible on and 
those that they are rigid about. More manage-
ment companies within the country means 
better terms for owners as most of the brands 
have very aggressive growth plans and own-
ers can have multiple brands pitching for the 
management of the hotel. This provides for 
more competitive terms,” informs Nirupa 
Shankar, Director, Brigade Hospitality. 

Expressing his opinion on the evolving 
owner-brand relationships, S Muthuku-
mar, Vice President – Finance, Shell Inn 
International Ltd said that there is a more 
mature outlook amongst hotel owners 
today, as compared to a decade back. “The 
presence of all the major brands gives rise 
to healthy competition which is very good 
to the economy in general and owners in 
particular. India is a giant size economy and 
the opportunity it provides is endless. That is 

why, we see almost all international brands 
having their presence here. Ones which are 
successful are those who understand the 
Indian market and its dynamics. Implemen-
tation of strategies with the Indian context is 
what will differentiate the brands.”

What’s on the operator’s 
mind?
Competition in the hotel market is strong, 
as hotel companies strive to penetrate new 
markets and expand their portfolios around 
the globe. The establishment of international 
brands in new markets globally, both emerg-
ing and mature, is continuing. Building a 
local brand presence involves myriad con-
siderations from both an operative and an 
ownership standpoint.

Sudeep Jain, Vice President Acquisitions 
& Development, Starwood Hotels & Resorts, 

South Asia said, “Brand hopping only occurs 
for two reasons which are: a shift from 
unbranded to branded properties, or when 
one wants to attain economies of scale. These 
factors are taken into consideration when the 
business gets more competitive as the owners 
prefer to move to a management who can 
help them drive the performance at the hotel. 
Another reason is moving from smaller 
brands to bigger brands as scale does matter 
in this industry (marketing, global relation-
ships, loyalty programmes, talent attraction, 
training etc. – all things important for run-
ning the hotels) and one can benefit from the 
economies of scale. As a result, we think the 
owner-manager relationship will have two 
impacts. Owners are going to be more vigi-
lant and watchful of their operators and if the 
operators deliver, it will be smooth sailing. If 
the operators are not meeting expectations 
relative to other potential operators, the rela-
tionship will get strained very quickly.”

Commenting on, if the glut in the number 
of management companies in the market has 
given owners more negotiating power for 
better deals Jain said, “It has definitely given 
owners more choice. The balance of nego-
tiating power continually shifts. Currently, 
the balance is titled towards the owners par-
tially because, there are more management 
companies but also because the number of 
projects coming to the market is fewer than 
what it was before. As more projects start 
coming back to the market (and it is matter 
of when and not if), the balance will likely 
shift again.” n

“The balance of negotiating power 
continually shifts. Currently, 

the balance is titled towards the 
owners partially because, there 

are more management companies 
but also because the number of 
projects coming to the market is 

fewer than what it was before. As 
more projects start coming back 

to the market (and it is matter of 
when and not if), the balance will 

likely shift again.”
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Uniquely themed on the name of a 
business jet, the newest property of 

Starwood Hotels & Resorts at the Silicon 
Valley of India, Aloft Bengaluru Cessna 
Business Park offers an ideal stay and the 
right facilities for business travellers. This 
is the second Aloft property in the city; the 
first being Aloft Bengaluru Whitefield. Aloft 
Bengaluru Cessna Business Park is located at 
Marathahalli Outer Ring Road, 49 kms from 
Kempegowda International Airport.

As one steps into Aloft Bengaluru Cessna 
Business Park, one is welcomed to the Re:mix 
Lounge, which surrounds the front desk, 
strategically located at the centre. With four 
sets of chairs and tables on the four corners 
of the Lounge, a snooker table, music and 
the w xyz bar, the Lounge appears bright and 
lively.

The interiors of the hotel are designed 
by Thota Tharrani, who has incorporated 
abstract contemporary art with geometric 
angles, adding a mix of bright pink, orange, 
blue and green, and the more sombre gray 
and black.

The art of the property has been intricately 
developed to complement the theme of 
the hotel, which is Cessna. A model of the 
aircraft is suspended from the ceiling of the 
Re:mix Lounge, and an even smaller version 
of it is placed on the mezzanine floor. 

After taking us on a tour of the hotel, the 
management of Aloft Bengaluru Cessna 
Business Park organised a game of scavenger 

hunt, which entailed clues that were framed 
essentially to test our memory of the topog-
raphy of the property. After dividing us into 
three groups, which was decided based on 
the colour of the wristband that we picked up 
from a bowl with our eyes closed, the game 
commenced with each group being handed 
their first clue. Every subsequent clue took us 
to a different part of the hotel.

Rooms
The new Aloft property in Bengaluru houses 
191 guest rooms—offering both single king-
sized beds and twin-sharing—including 13 
suites. The Savvy Suites offer 55 sq mts of 
space, while the Presidential Suite spans 130 
sq mts of area. 

The guest rooms feature nine-feet-
high ceilings, platform beds, and walk-in 
showers. Each room is equipped with 
plug-and-play connectivity for most elec-
tronic devices to the 42-inch LED TV. Fast 
and free Wi-Fi is available throughout  
the hotel. With an exclusive safety door that 
opens with only the room key card, the sec-
ond floor of the hotel is dedicated to single 
women travellers, offering added security.

MICE Facilities
With seven meeting spaces of different pax 
capacities, Aloft Bengaluru Cessna Business 
Park makes it convenient to organise meet-
ings, conferences and conventions. The hotel 
offers 10,050 sq ft of meeting space with a 

banquet hall of 411 sq mts, seven ‘Tactic’ 
meeting and convention rooms equipped 
with audio-visual hardware, and an outdoor 
terrace backyard for business meetings and 
social gatherings. The ‘Splash’ pool also offers 
ample space to organise a poolside event for 
over a hundred people.

F&B
The multitude of cuisines on offer at the F&B 
section of Aloft Bengaluru Cessna Business 
Park is not just mind-boggling, but can also 
leave one craving for more. The offerings at 
the full-service cafe-style restaurant, Nook, 
range from traditional delicacies like idli, 
vada and dosa with sambhar and an assort-
ment of chutneys, pulao, biriyani, dal-rice; 
to international cuisines such as Camaron 
di ajo, paprika-flavoured prawns served 
with house salad, and Chinese food prepara-
tions; and desserts, including gulab jamuns, 
confectioneries, rasgullas, and barfis. All of 
these, in an environment surrounded by a 
green and white palette, good music and 
ambient lighting, serve as a perfect setting 
to sit back with friends and family and chat 
over good food.

For those pressed for time to enjoy a meal 
at leisure, the hotel features the 24-hour 
Re:fuel by Aloft, which offers, again regional 
and international, grab-n-go food options—
salads, sandwiches, make-your-own cappuc-
cinos, and mix-and-match munchies.

The w xyz bar opposite Re:fuel caters to 
guests with a range of cocktails and mocktails 
against the backdrop of surprise celebrity DJ 
sets and live music from emerging talent.

It would suffice to say that the stay and hos-
pitality at Aloft Bengaluru Cessna Business 
Park were cherish-worthy. But the icing on 
the cake was that the red-wristband group, to 
which I belonged, won the scavenger hunt. n

Showcasing a conducive business 

environment with the right blend of 

comfort and style somewhat sums up 

what the hotel, Aloft Bengaluru Cessna 

Business Park, has to offer. The hotel is 

the latest addition in a commercial area 

of the IT hub. Shilpa Shankar Iyer takes 

a tour of the property

aloft bengaluru Cessna business Park Re:mix Lounge

adding the zing to work at 
aloft bengaluru cessna 

business Park
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SiCa Culinary Competition and 
exhibition 2014 honours young chefs
Three-day event witnesses participation of 465 chefs across various categories

Over 135 winners from various categories of 
culinary competitions received the gold and silver 
medals during the award ceremony of the 3rd edition 
of South Indian Culinary Association (SICA) Culinary 
Competition and Exhibition 2014 held recently in 
Chennai. Hospitality Biz presents a round up of the 
three day culinary competition and the glittering 
award ceremony.

The recently concluded culinary competitions held during SICA 
Culinary Competition and Exhibition 2014, received an over-

whelming response by over 465 top chefs from the four south Indian 
states of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Karnataka. The 
event was organised as part of the Aahar International Food Fair 
2014, an event supported by India Trade Promotion Organization 
(ITPO) and Tamil Nadu Trade Promotion Organization (TNTPO). 

 The three day event titled SICA Culinary Competition and 
Exhibition 2014 held at Chennai Trade Centre, started on August 
14, 2014. Around 3,000 professionals from the hotel and hospital-
ity industry participated in the three day event which saw chefs 
representing various hotels compete with each other to walk away 
with top honours. The culinary challenge saw an array of the most 
exquisite dishes, showpieces and cakes on display. International 
jury members, Chef Thomas A Gugler and Chef Murray Dick, 
along with other national jury members including Chef Manjeet 
Singh Gill, President, Indian Federation of Culinary Association 
(FICA), Dr Chef Soundararajan, President Mentor, SICA, Chef 
Jugesh Arora, President, SICA, Chef N Sheetharam Prasad, General 
Secretary, SICA selected winners amongst various categories during 
he three day culinary extravaganza. 

 According to Dr Chef Soundararajan, “The event provides plat-
form for chefs to network and learn from their seniors. While it’s 
undoubtedly an ideal setting for networking, bringing together the 
top Chefs, as well as national and international attendees, this is also 
designed to be a learning experience.”

The award ceremony was held at Hotel Benzz Park, Chennai on 
August 18, 2014 and was presided over by Er ACS Arunkumar, 
President, Dr MGR Educational & Research Institute University, 
Maduravoyal, as the Chief Guest. The international and national 
jury members who were also present during the award ceremony 
were also felicitated during the award ceremony. Over 135 winners 
from various categories of culinary competitions received the gold 
and silver medals during the award ceremony.

 “These young chefs are discovering new horizons and are quite 

INfOcus
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Live Cooking Competition
n  western
n  asian – Indian (any region), Japanese, 

chinese, Malaysian, thai, singaporean, 
Indonesian & Vietnamese

Day 1
n  3-tier wedding cake competition
n  the butter and Margarine sculpture event 
n  Plated appetizers
n  the buffet competition - team challenge 

Day 2
n  Vegetable and fruit carving
n  Petit fours and Pralines
n  Dessert challenge
n  Indian regional cuisine contest
n  team buffet Lunch

Day 3
n  artistic Pastry showpiece
n  artistic bakery showpiece
n  3-course Dinner set Menu
n  team buffet Lunch
n  cocktail and Mocktail competitions
n  table cover Layout challenge

List of contests

best Hotel Team  
n  radisson blue resort temple bay, 

Mamallapuram

2nd best Hotel Team 
n  Grt Grand, chennai

3rd best Hotel Team 
n  the Leela Palace, chennai

Outstanding Pastry Chef 
n  chef siva Kumar P - Grt Grand, chennai  

(1 Gold with Distinction, 2 Gold and  
3 silver Medals)

IFCa award of Excellence 
n  er acs arun Kumar - President,  

Dr. M.G.r. educational and research 
Institute, university

winners

Total Medals     247
Gold                 56
Silver                67
bronze              124

talented. An event like SICA encourages 
new talent and will surely showcase grow-
ing Indian food culture in the international 
area. It was great to meet these enthusiastic 
bunch of passionate and creative people 
who are exploring new trends in the culi-
nary field,” said Chef Thomas A Gugler, 
during the ceremony. 

Chef N Sheetharam Prasad said, “Indian 
chefs are on a learning curve and such 
events provide them an enriching environ-
ment to build healthy competition. The 
culinary challenge is meant to encourage 
all as the judging is based on point system. 
Competitions for chefs also take into 
account the nitty-gritty of food presenta-
tion: precision, discipline and hygiene.”

“SICA Culinary Competition is regard-
ed as India’s Largest culinary competition 
as no other event has ever witnessed such 

a large gathering of chefs from finest hotels 
compete to demonstrate their unique 
culinary skills,” noted Soundararajan. The 
inaugural day witnessed an array of dishes, 
showpieces and cakes on display.  Around 
100 chefs from all over India took part in 
various category of events such as butter/
margarine sculpture challenge, Three-tier 
wedding cake competition, plated appe-
tizers challenge and Team Buffet Lunch 
Competition where three course set din-
ner menu was prepared.

The sidelines of the three-day event also 
saw an exclusive seminar by Hospitality 
Purchase Managers Forum, which gave 
opportunity for practicing purchase man-
agers of hospitality industry to acquire 
knowledge and learn about current trends 
and industry best practices. n
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MM Raza, This name does not 
require any introduction to Telugu 

speaking people living across the globe 
and the residents of Hyderabad city.  Raza, 
perhaps the world’s only Astro-Gemologist, 
has become a household name among the 
Telugu people by offering a unique and 
humane service, which transformed the 
lives of millions of people from a state of 
utter sadness to a state of sheer happiness. 

Raza blended two different subjects- 
Astrology and Gemology- to offer his unique 
service with a specific objective. 

“I saw many people suffering from various physical and 
mental ailments due to the malefic influence of various planets 
in their lives.  It moved me.  When searched for answers, I 
realized it’s not astrology or Gemology alone that could negate 
the negative influence but a blend of both. Ancient Indian texts 
helped me in this. My service involves assessing the planetary 
positions of individual based on their Zodiac forecast, identify 
their problems and suggest suitable gems to be worn to solve 
those problems,” says he revealing about his unique service in 
an interview with Sihra 

Astro-gemmology is a master’s craft. It needs years of studies, 
analysis, and experience to be a successful astro-gemmologist. 
The name of M M Raza in Hyderabad comes naturally to the 
minds of millions. He boasts of an amazing clientele for the 
last 15 years that run into lakhs and he is the most sought-after 
Astro-Gemologist in the entire country.  A survey conducted by 
a Hyderabad based survey also established these credentials. 

He shot to fame guiding some of the VVIPs of the country... 
Raza has so far served over 10 lakh customers with his unique 
humanitarian service over the years. For him, astro-gemology is 
a mode of serving the humanity. “Service to human beings has 
many faces; you can choose any of them. I chose astro-gemology 
because it brought smile to numerous troubled people,” adds a 
beaming Raza.

In order to reach out to the people at large, Raza opened two 
Gems and Jewellery outlets by name Rasikh Gems and Jewellery 
in Bengaluru and Hyderabad respectively. While the Bengaluru 
outlet is looked after his brother Roshan, he takes care of the 
Hyderabad outlet. 

Located in the upmarket Banajara Hills area of Hyderabad, 
the outlet is frequent by all and sundry.  From the uber-rich 
to the poor, everybody visits his outlet to find a solution for 
their sufferings. Interestingly, almost everybody returns home 
with a glint of smile on their faces after meeting the Astro-
Gemologist. 

Raza is so confident of his service that he proudly boasts that 
‘A visit to his outlet can change anybody’s life. 

 “I use it as our outlet’s caption not because we want to attract 
the attention of the public but because of the confidence I have 
in me and my service,” he adds. 

Raza’s company is offering 104 types of Gems of various types 
to its customers. The prices of these gems of various dimensions 
are in the reach of anybody irrespective of their status. The 
prices range from Rs.3000 to Rs.1.5 lakh based on the type and 
nature of the Gems. 

Raza has a goal to reach out to at least 1 crore people in the 
next 10 years as he thinks there are many people who are yet to 
understand the power of gems in today’s world.

Raza is also a popular TV star among the Telugu people. He 
conducts live TV programmes by name ‘Power of Gems’ in 
12 Satellite Telugu TV   Channels in order to reach out to the 
people and share his expert knowledge with them.  His live TV 
programmes are carefully watched by thousands of people either 
through live telecast or through online.  The world also started 
to recognize his yeomen services to the society. He recently 
received a Vishista (Excellence) Puraskar from a Hyderabad 
based organisation.

“i realized it’s not astrology or gemology 
alone that could negate the negative  

influence but a blend of both

Rasikh Gems and Jewellers Founder MM Raza
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Need to revisit our priorities
Skill v/sManagement 
When students decide to step 

into the hospitality industry, 
the first thing they do is 

enroll into an IHM and attain 
the hospitality management 

degree. Each year, hundreds 
of students graduate out of 

IHMs where students are 
equipped to be managers.  

Does the hospitality industry 
really need so many 

managers or do they need 
skill-based professionals? 
Shweta Ramsay interacts 

with HR managers at leading 
hotels and representatives of 
niche skill-focused institutes 

and finds out more

tODAY, there seems to be a massive 
disparity when it comes to the kind of 

employees needed in the hospitality business 
versus the kind of employees the hospitality 
education system is generating.  Hotel 
management courses rule the hospitality 
education landscape in India. In the past 
few years, several renowned world class 
hospitality schools have entered the country 
and are selling big dreams and hopes to 
people. The management courses train 
people to get into managerial roles at hotels 
post their studies, but does the Indian hotel 
industry really need so many managers?

Although the management courses in 
hospitality are giving students an overview 
of the entire industry, students lack detailed 
knowledge of any one particular subject. 
Management degree holders in general are 
often criticised to be jack of all traits. When 
it comes to the hospitality industry, it is said 
that only 25 per cent of jobs in the industry 
are managerial, whereas the rest 75 per cent 
jobs are skill-based.  There is a huge gap in 
the industry and the education system today 

which in turn leads to resentment in students 
when they start their careers.

Ironically, in spite of being one of the old-
est industries in the world, travel and tourism 
industry’s capabilities to generate jobs and be 
a catalyst for inclusive growth, the industry is 
still not well understood by a large population, 
especially aspiring career seeking youngsters 
globally.  There is lack of adequate knowl-
edge and awareness about the opportunities 
and career profile available in this industry 
among the youth.  World Travel & Tourism 
Council (WTTC) in its recent study had 
pointed out this shortcoming of the industry.  
Travel and Tourism holds opportunities for 
job creation to address the youth unemploy-
ment and gender inequality issues faced by 
countries across the world, and the sector 
employs a higher proportion of women and 
young people compared with the workforce 
as a whole, the study reveals.  However, seri-
ous challenges have been identified, when it 
comes to the understanding the profile of the 
sector.  “It’s a fantastic industry to work in 
but we need to increase awareness of career 
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Holiday Inn Mumbai International Airport
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Chairman, International institute of Culinary 

Arts IICA
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HR Manager,  
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opportunities. Graduates need to be moved 
away from considering banking or finance 
or law as only careers with opportunities 
for progression and security and see Travel 
& Tourism as an excellent career option,” 
remarked David Scowsill, President & CEO, 
WTTC.

Skill-based courses 
enhance employability
Many industry experts believe that skill based 
courses in hospitality enhances the employ-
ability and career progression. However, 
there seems to be lack of awareness when it 
comes to skill based courses. Navdeep Shar-
ma, Principal/Secretary, Food Craft Institute 
Hoshiarpur Punjab opined, “With an experi-
ence over two and half decades in hospitality 
education, I personally feel that skill based 
courses hold better employment opportuni-
ties than knowledge based courses/streams. 
In specialised courses a good amount of 
instructional time is dedicated towards 
inculcating the skills in a specific area.  
Acquiring the right set of skills enable them 
to grab suitable employment at tender age as 
compared to plain degrees.” FCI Hoshiarpur 
today offers specialised courses in Sugar 
Craft, Cake Decoration, Regional Indian 
Food, Art of plating etc ., besides regular skill 
based one-and-half year Diploma courses in 
operational trades of hotel industry. 

“A professional course is always better and 
has an edge and your employability quotient 
goes up because you have the desired skill set 
needed for the job position you have applied 
for. If skill sets are combined with experience 
with the correct leadership qualities, it will 
take the students on a definite career path in 
the organisations,” informed Sangeeta Ranjit, 

Director, School of Skills Development in 
Hospitality. The institute  offers short term 
specialised courses in the field of Food & 
Beverage Service, Housekeeping, Front 
Office and Food Production.  

With food and beverage industry growing 
at an astronomical rate in the country, with 
restro-bars, micro-breweries, bar lounges, 

etc. fanning out not only in the hi-street metro 
markets but also to the Tier II and III cities, 
the career opportunities in this segment has 
increased manifold. The profile of the people 
manning the bar counters, their knowledge 
about the alco-beverages they handle, skill 
sets in preparing cocktails and mocktails, 
art of presenting them to connoisseurs have 
all changed drastically over time. There are 
dedicated institutes which offer specialised 
training and certifications to career aspirants 
in this segment as well.   

Speaking on the career opportunities 
available in this segment Vikram Achanta, 
Co-Founder and CEO, Tulleeho stated, 
“Our focus is on skill based education and 

in particular on bartending or wine related 
skills. In our experience, the hotel manage-
ment colleges have limited focus on practical 
aspects relating to beverages, including tast-
ing of the same, cocktail making, etc. I find 
this surprising as hotels impart considerable 
focus when it comes to the kitchen side, and 
students are groomed to be chefs, but when 

There are specialised institutes 
dedicated to culinary courses, 

housekeeping, bartending, front 
desk operations, restaurant 

service and more but people are 
not actively choosing them. There 

seems to be lack of awareness 
among people about these niche 
courses and career profile they 
can avail in the hotel industry 

pursuing such courses.

Skill v/sManagement 
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it comes to beverages; the focus is only on 
the knowledge / managerial aspect, as they 
are all groomed to become F&B managers. 
There are, however, quite a few students who 
are from a hotel management background 
but are keen to work behind the bar. I feel 
if hotel management colleges are unable to 
provide these skills on campus, then they 
should seek the help of agencies like ours in 
supplementing their efforts, so that students 
receive a well-rounded education, and the 
hospitality industry benefits from a higher 
quality of professional joining them.” Tullee-
ho Academy offers a two-month programme 
in professional bartending at their Bar School 
in Bengaluru. They also offer the WSET Level 
1, 2 and 3 qualifications in wines and spirits 
in Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru.

Awareness is the key
There are specialised institutes dedicated to 
culinary courses, housekeeping, bartending, 
front desk operations, restaurant service and 
more but people are not actively choosing 

them. There seems to be lack of awareness 
among people about these niche courses 
and career profile they can avail in the hotel 
industry pursuing such courses.

Virender S Datta, Chairman, International 
institute of Culinary Arts IICA said, “IHMs 
are by default popular with people who aspire 
career in hospitality industry.  They feel 
that by becoming IHM graduates they will 
become hotel managers. But fact is that no 

manager comes from the top.  All go up from 
below based on their technical and personal 
skills.  Why should anybody spend three to 
four years in a hotel management institute to 
become a chef? World-over there are insti-
tutes that train people for specific skills.  In 
India the concept is yet to catch up. Because 
of that students end up in IHMs. There is lack 
of clarity and awareness about the skill-based 
courses and career opportunities that open 
to people. Majority of the IHM graduates are 
not job ready, while students from the skill 
institutes like ours get absorbed in the hotels 
instantly and grow much faster compared to 
IHM students.”

Sharma said, “Time has come to create 
awareness for the hospitality education and 
at the same time broad-base itself to cater to 
number of services and allied areas which are 
fraternal to hospitality. Education in the field 
should be well aligned with occupational 
demands in terms of quality, quantity and 
positional profile. There is a strong need to 
develop all hospitality programmes collab-
oratively with different sectors of industry 
as well as allied areas of hospitality services.  
Community involvement and publicity are 
the best tools to improve awareness, interest, 
opportunity in career profession and indus-
try. There are varied reasons for the resent-
ment and attritions at the end of the courses. 
Numerous research outcomes primarily 
figure out academic credibility and industry 
acceptance for afore said reasons.”

Students in schools must be provided with coun-
selling so that they get a real picture of the hospi-
tality industry, its various career profiles and the 
challenges and opportunities the industry encom-
passes. Most of the students, who opt for hospitality 
programmes today do so for the glamour of the 

david naidu
Director of HR,  

Westin Mumbai Garden City

sonika chatuRvedi
HR Head,  

Bengaluru Marriott Hotel, Whitefield

navdeeP shaRMa
Principal/Secretary,  

Food Craft Institute Hoshiarpur Punjab

There has been a disconnect as 
hotel management institutes are 
supposed to impart management 

orientation as well as  basic 
skills. When hotels visit the 

college’s campus for placements, 
many of them claim that it is 
disappointing to see the poor 

knowledge on skills of the 
students. 
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industry or sometimes with a wrong notion that 
it is easy to study hotel management compared to 
other options as medical, engineering et al. 

Ranjit disclosed, “Skill Development is one of 
the important national agenda for the previous 
government and it has been given priority by the 
current government with Rs 2,500 crore allotted 
for the same. A special department under the 
Ministry of Youth and Sports is being set up for 
Skill Development & Entrepreneurship.  I am sure 
with these positive moves there would be increased 
awareness and students would make an informed 
choice of the career.”

Skill-set challenges
The debate on fixing the responsibilities for 
the current maladies in education is quite old 
and continues unabated. While the industry 
blames it on the education system, the aca-
demia puts the blame back on the industry 
for lack of proper communication and inter-
action. 

“After pursuing a three year management 
degree in hospitality, students have high 
expectations from the industry. They expect 
to walk straight from school to being a Man-
ager which is not possible. It is important for 
them to obtain experience in the relevant core 
departments. They should first concentrate 
on part time work, getting the right intern-
ships and skill set rather than looking at the 
designation,” commented Andrea Gracias, 
HR Manager at Alila Diwa Goa.

Elaborating on the reason why many choose 
management degree to enter into hospitality 
industry, Grimek Khizakhe, Manager HR & 
Talent Development, Holiday Inn Mumbai 
International Airport said, “With different 
industries preferring hospitality students for 
the service culture that only a hospitality per-

son carries, the education focus in institutes 
has also shifted more towards management 
rather than skill based training. The length of 
industrial training has also been reduced by 
many institutes.”

There has been a disconnect as hotel man-
agement institutes are supposed to impart 
management orientation as well as  basic 
skills. When hotels visit the college’s campus 
for placements, many of them claim that it is 

sanGeeta Ranjit
Director,  

School of Skills Development in Hospitality

vikRaM achanta
Co-Founder and CEO,  

Tulleeho

With the rise in number of 
hospitality schools now, there are 
plenty of students to choose from 
for HR managers at hotels. Many 

a times it is seen that students 
who have pursued management 

course or short term courses, lack 
basic essential knowledge about 

the industry.

disappointing to see the poor knowledge on 
skills of the students. 

David Naidu, Director HR, Westin Mumbai 
Garden City elucidated, “The new generation 
of students decides their preferred depart-
ment before they join the industry and they 
are not aware of the basic knowledge required 
for each department. For the young students 
to grow in their career they need to sharpen 
their basic departmental skills which will 
groom them to be capable managers. The 
hotel management institutes have to ensure 
that their student’s basic skills are enhanced; 
while their faculty should conduct regular 
tests to check on the skills sets of the students.  
The faculty needs to be trained in the indus-
try during their vacations, as the faculties are 
required to be aware of the latest trends and 
requirements to train and teach the students 
to be proficient in the hospitality industry. 
Additionally, colleges need to encourage 
talented professionals from the industry to 
be in their panel of visiting faculty and guest 
lecturers so that the students understand 
the requirements, skills and challenges they 
will face in the industry. It is essential for the 
students to enhance their soft skills like com-
munication, etiquettes and grooming, facing 
the interview, presentation etc to strengthen 
their job enhancement skills.”

The big question:  
Whom to employ?
With the rise in number of hospitality 
schools now, there are plenty of students to 
choose from for HR managers at hotels. 
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Many a times it is seen that students who 
have pursued management course or short 
term courses, lack basic essential knowledge 
about the industry. As a result of this dispar-
ity, the HR at any hotel is faced with gigantic 
responsibility and huge challenge. They need 
to select right candidate for a specific duty. 

Gracias mentioned, “The biggest challenge 
today is finding the right candidate with the 
right skill set in the given compensation 
bracket and in the given time frame.”

Another challenge, Khizakhe exclaimed, 
“While there is a steady stream of students 
flowing out of the hospitality institutes, not 
many female students are opting for this 
industry thereby making it difficult to main-
tain the gender diversity.”

Other challenges faced by the HR are man-
aging expectations of the candidate. “The 
expectations of the candidates are also very 
high especially the Gen Y, whose aspirations 
are much higher as they want to grow faster 
with a clear career path. If they do not notice 
the quick growth in an organisation they are 
reluctant to join the particular organisation,” 
said Naidu.

He added, “Every organisation has their 
own budget for different positions; in this 
competitive market getting the right candi-
dates within the organisation’s budget has 
become a constraint. The hotel spends time 
and efforts in identifying a worthy candidate 
and often they turn down the offer due to the 
compensation.”

“These days, there are many other indus-
tries scouting for the same talent, so com-
petition becomes another challenge for us”, 

added Sonika Chaturvedi, HR Head, Benga-
luru Marriott Hotel, Whitefield.

Skilled Professionals  
vs Managers
The hospitality business is a people’s busi-
ness and it’s not just the right skill set but the 
overall personality of the person that makes 
a difference. 

According to Chaturvedi, for a job which 
is of very specific skill, HR certainly prefers 
someone who has been trained for that. 
“Most hotel management courses have a 
standard general curriculum, which allows 
students to experience all and select a course 
as per their choice and competency. They can 
also enhance their skills during industrial 
training.”

Naidu prefers to hire from mix of both 
– students who have pursued a skill-based 
course as well as IHM graduates.  “An organi-
sation always looks for associates who could 

eventually grow as a Manager as we have 
to keep the successors for all the positions 
in the hotel, hence to groom them there is 
a need of managerial skills, for which we 
always consider candidates graduated from 
Hotel Management institutes, whereas there 
are certain skills like the Housekeeping, F&B 
Service, culinary where we require trained 
associates who are strong in their skills and 
eventually are groomed internally for the 
next levels in their career,” added Naidu.

A paradigm shift
It is generally observed that students who 
are focused right from the start about their 
career decisions opt for specialised courses 
whereas students who want wider range of 
job opportunities available for them post 
their studies opt for management degrees. 

The course content offered at most of the 
hotel management institutes is very specific 
to hotel management but hospitality indus-
try is made up of a broad category of fields 
within the service industry including a wide 
range of services. With the introduction 
of hospitality specific courses by various 
universities most of the new entrants now 
understand varied options in hospitality 
other than hotel management. 

“There is a need for change in approach, 
not only of the students and parents, but 
also the industry needs to support the skill 
development institutes. Hotels need to part-
ner skill based institutes so that this potential 
can be tapped for the benefit the industry,” 
explained Ranjit. n
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Goa Food & Hospitality Expo  
concludes another impactful show

The second edition of Goa Food & Hospitality Expo organised by Media Promotions Pvt. Ltd., between August 22 
and 24, at Bambolim, Goa, had increased participation from the trade industry. Besides the main trade exhibition, 

concurrent events like Wine Arena, and the Culinary Master Class, kept the visitors’ interest level high

Conceptualised and organised by Media 
Promotions, the second edition of the 

Goa Food & Hospitality Expo, Goa’s biggest 
exhibition on hotel & restaurant equipment 
and supplies, was held at Dr. Shyama Prasad 
Mukherjee Stadium, in Bambolim, Goa. The 
exhibition had a commendable participation 
by leading brands and companies in the hotel 
and restaurant equipment space. There were 
over 75 companies showcasing over 1,000 
products in the three-day exposition. These 
included leading international brands. 

The expo was inaugurated by Francisco 
Bragança, President, Travel & Tourism Asso-
ciation of Goa (TTAG) in the presence of five 
lady General Managers of  leading hotels of 
Goa who were the Guests of Honour. They 
included Ranju Alex, General Manager of 
Goa Marriott Resort; Neeta Brid, General 
Manager, Cidade de Goa; Sadhana Muku-
ndan, General Manager, Bogmallo Beach 
Resort;  Swati Dhir, General Manager, 
Double Tree by Hilton, Goa; and Devaaya 
Mabel Pereira, General Manager, Devaaya 
Ayurvedic Retreat. Also present on the occa-
sion were, Kedar Dhume and Clive Sequeira, 
Managing Directors, Media Promotions 
and Herbbie Siddhu, Director, Hotel Supply 
Mart.Com.

The best of the brands across the globe 
participated at the Expo. Some of the big 
brands displayed at the show were WMF & 
Astoria by Kaapi Machines Pvt Ltd, Hobart 
by Apex India, Mother’s Recipe, Rational 
by Nipun, Lavazza,  Tify’s by Global Green  

Company, Nescafe Lounge, Wilmax UK, 
Bosch, JBL sound systems and Onity by 
Wyntronix Innovations. The Expo also had 
an ‘All Asia’ launch of patented products 
from Sweden, Canada and Australia by Hotel 
Supply Mart.com. This exhibition by virtue 
of the number of stalls and the presence of 
known international brands had been able to 
be counted among the best food and hospi-
tality exhibitions in the country. The second 
edition of Goa Food & Hospitality Expo had 
the best of the trade visitors that touched 
approximately 11,800 over three days. The 
show also witnessed good number of general 
visitors.   There was diverse range of products 
at display at the exhibition. These included 
Kitchen & Bakery Equipments, Food & Bak-
ery products, Wine & Wine accessories, Bed 
& Bathroom Linen, Refrigeration Equip-
ment & Air Conditioning Systems, IT Soft-
ware systems, Communication & Security 
systems, furniture, fixtures & interior decor, 
Sound & lighting solutions, Housekeeping 
equipment & hygiene products, Water & 
waste management systems and many more 

products connected to the food & hospitality 
industry.

The key highlight of the expo was an exclu-
sive ‘Wine Arena’ with a wine tasting lounge 
and Culinary Master Class by renowned Chef 
Kunal Arolkar. The baking and chocolate 
making classes saw unexpected response and 
the enrollments had to be stopped before the 
due date. For the first time an ‘All-Goa Bak-
ery Challenge’ was also organised as part of 
the Expo. The event received an overwhelm-
ing response and finally had over 30 talented 
participants competing for the glory. 

A networking dinner was organised where 
the trade industry members were called to 
interact with the participants over cocktails 
and dinner. Ravi Wazir, an industry veteran 
with 25 years of experience as a mentor, guide 
and trainer spoke on ‘Refreshing Hospitality 
in Goa.’ With such an overwhelming and 
positive response for this year, the Goa Food 
& Hospitality Expo aspires to grow even 
bigger in the next year with a minimum par-
ticipant count of 150 and trade visitor count 
to go over 20,000 and also add attractive and 
interesting trade related activities and high-
lights, informs Sequeira. 

The three day exhibition was supported 
by the Travel & Tourism Association of Goa. 
Hospitality Biz was the event associate and 
national media partner of the Expo for the 
second year in running. Varanda Do Mar - a 
newly built prime property at Miramar Beach 
was the hospitality partner, while Kompass – 
the online media partner. n
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everything's Possible 
Andhra Pradesh:

Tirupati Temple Srikurmam

Salihundam Historic Buddhist Remains

aBOUNDING in natural resources, 
Andhra Pradesh has one of the longest 

coastlines in India, as well as a rich Buddhist 
history, along with several other heritage 
sites such as forts, citadels and architectural 
masterpieces built by royal rulers in the 
past. The magnificent palaces and places, 
monuments, memorials, tombs and stately 
structures reflect the art and craftsmanship, 
architecture and culture that originated in  
the state.

There is a lot to explore in Andhra Pradesh 
with regard to its scenic beauty - dams, 
valleys, hills and ridges, verdant forests, 
tranquil lakes, sunny beaches, meadows, 
resorts, hill stations, caves, sanctuaries and 
national parks. Museums and archaeologi-
cal treasure houses with different galleries 
showcase historic and amazing collections 
of antiques, artefacts, weaponry and a wide 
range of objects that symbolise the history, 
culture and marvels of the state.

Andhra Pradesh does not lag behind 
when it comes to modern development 
either. The state has a variety of theme 
parks, hi-tech hubs including state-of-the-
art convention centres, a world-famous 
cinema city, fantasy parks, golf courses, 
water sports arenas, adventure parks, trek-
king and safaris for adrenaline junkies. 
Royal, rustic and romantic are just a few 
terms to describe Hyderabad, the capital 
city of Andhra Pradesh. But, it is only in 
person that travellers can truly experience 
the exotic enchantment of this historic city; 
the piercing calls of the muezzins from the 
minarets of mosques, the peal of temple 
bells accompanied by smells of incense, the 
mesmerising fragrance of musky attar (per-
fumes), appetising aromas from tandoors 
(ovens), dekchis (huge pots) and brewing 
Irani chai (tea). Hyderabad - the territory 
of the richest man in the world, the Nizam - 
is also rich in history, arts, architecture and 

culture. Like the Kohinoor diamond that 
was mined here, the city is multi-faceted 
and a shining example of valued traditions. 
More than 400 years of history is preserved 
and exists along with ultra-modern infra-
structure. Enigmatic, vibrant and alluring, 
the city has a mystic charm. Situated on 
the Southern edge of the Eastern ghats in 
Andhra Pradesh, Tirupati is surrounded by 
seven picturesque hills, which have peren-
nial waterfalls, forests and superb views 
of valleys. The picturesque destination of 
Rajahmundry is located on the left bank 
of the mighty Godavari River. Surrounded 
by lush green paddy fields, coconut trees, 
and winding roads through quaint villages, 
Rajahmundry and its surrounding places 
are truly a visual treat. Rajamahendri, as it 
was known in the olden days, was ruled by 
the Eastern Chalukya ruler, Raja Narendra 
in 1022 AD. The remnants of fine palaces 
and fort walls can be seen standing to this 
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day. Tourists can relax and enjoy a boat 
cruise down the Godavari. The Godavari 
Pushkaralu is a festival celebrated once 
in 12 years. It is supposed to be a holy 
period, during which the sins of anyone 
who takes a dip in the Godavari River will 
be washed away. Lakhs of devotees visit 
Rajahmundry during the festival and the 
entire city is gaily decorated to welcome 
pilgrims.

Tourist Hotspot: 
Srikakulam 
Srikakulam district has the potential to 
emerge as a top notch tourist hotspot and 
the state government is drawing up plans 
to tap this potential, Chandana Khan, 
Special Chief Secretary, Tourism & Cul-
ture, Archaeology & Museums, Archives 
& Youth Services & Sports, NCC, Govt. of 
Andhra Pradesh, said. Pointing out that 
plans were afoot to restore the dilapidated 

‘Andhra Pradesh gives importance to PPP 
model for tourism development’

Despite a major political upheaval leading to separation from Telangana, the rice bowl of India - Andhra 
Pradesh has an array of tourist attractions and a rich cultural heritage to boast of. Chandana Khan, Special 
Chief Secretary, Tourism & Culture, Archaeology & Museums, Archives & Youth Services & Sports, NCC, 
Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, speaks to TravelBiz Monitor about plans to promote tourism in the state

Q.  How has the formation of Telangana 
affected tourism in Andhra Pradesh, 
especially since Hyderabad is now a 
part of Telangana?

A. After the bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh and 

Telangana, the state has to establish a new 

identity. It is true that most of the heritage sites are 

located in Hyderabad, but even the North coastal 

region of Andhra has plenty of heritage sites. Also, 

if we talk about the Central belt, it has a number of 

Buddhist sites and Hindu temples. We have many 

temples right from Srikakulam, Simhachalam and 

Tirupati, which is at the Southern end of the state. 

Hence, it cannot be said that Andhra does not 

have any heritage sites. Heritage not only means 

the Islamic sites that Hyderabad is famous for, but 

also includes important architectural and cultural 

contributions from different eras and religions. 

Forts built in the bygone eras are also important 

aspects of our cultural heritage and Andhra has 

majestic forts built many centuries ago at places 

like Guntur, Kurnool, etc.  

Q.  Apart from sites of religious 
importance, which major attractions 
you would be focusing on to promote 
tourism in the state?

A. There are also many intangible aspects of cultural 

heritage like the cuisine that Andhra Pradesh is 

famous for. Apart from the Hyderabadi biryani and 

paaya soup, which have gathered acclaim world 

over, the focus is shifting to Rayalaseema cuisine, 

Andhra seafood and coastal Andhra food. Other 

than the culinary heritage, Andhra is famous for 

Kalamkari, ornate wood and brass work, Kondapalli 

Toys and carpet weaving. We have a treasure trove 

of intangible cultural heritage, which we plan to 

promote.

 

Q.  What initiatives are being taken by the 
Tourism Department for development 
of these products?

A. We have many tourist circuits covering all the 

important attractions of the state. We have plenty 

of mega circuits, destinations and mini circuits. 

There are three to four shelves of logistics. We 

have an important circuit of the Konaseema. 

Additionally, we have a circuit from Srikakulam to 

Anantpur, and of course the state has an advantage 

of a long coastline. We have opened a few beach 

resorts recently and a few more are in the pipeline, 

to be operational in the next few months. We are 

exploring the possibility of opening more resorts 

along the coastline, especially along the beach 

corridor of Visakhapatnam.

Apart from beach resorts, we are coming 

up with hotels in Chikakulam and Tirupati, the 

development of which will be completed soon. 

We have a number of temple circuits wherein we 

are providing a lot of amenities and facilities. The 

circuits are already operational, only they will be 

more comfortable now.

We are giving a lot of importance to Public-

Private Partnership (PPP) through which many 

new projects are also coming up in the state. We 

are looking at private stakeholders who can take 

up promotional activities and partner with the 

government in different projects. We are no longer 

considering tourism development a government 

activity, but would like to include our private 

stakeholders in the development of tourism in the 

state. 

Q.  How important is the support of 
the state government in tourism 
development?

A. Government’s support is of crucial importance 

for any kind of development in the state. The 

current government is very much supportive of 

tourism. Our Chief Minister is the very person who 

laid the foundation for tourism way back in the 

beginning of the year 2000. Since then there has 

been tremendous progress. He is giving equal, if 

not more, importance to tourism, and considers it 

an important activity for generation of employment. 

Tourism is also an important revenue-generation 

activity and is very important for the economy.

There is a lot to explore in 
Andhra Pradesh with regard to 
its scenic beauty - dams, valleys, 
hills and ridges, verdant forests, 
tranquil lakes, sunny beaches, 
meadows, resorts, hill stations, 
caves, sanctuaries and national 

parks.
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Dutch Bungalow in Srikakulam town and 
convert it into a museum, Khan said there 
is a proposal to set up a Dasavatara Park 
near the Sri Kurmam temple, where Lord 
Vishnu is worshipped in the Kurma (tor-
toise) avatar. Special packages would be 
offered to tourists specifically visiting the 
region by developing a North coastal AP 
tourism circuit.

On other works being taken up in 
Srikakulam town and Kalingapatnam, 
Khan said that even as work on the hotel 
project at Kalingapatnam, which is nearly 
complete, will be speeded up, a special 
budget hotel will also be built in Srikaku-
lam town. Meanwhile, District Collector 
Saurabh Gaur said that a vantage point 
would be developed atop Salihundam hill 
and priority would be given to the conser-
vation and protection of the district's rich 
Buddhist heritage.

The cuisines of Coastal Andhra and 
Rayalaseema districts are set to become the 
'brand ambassadors' of Andhra Pradesh, 
with several food festivals set to be organised 
as part of a novel move to put the state on 
the global map.

The special thrust on food festivals is 
chiefly aimed at attracting tourists from 
other states and countries. According to 
Chief Minister (CM) N Chandrababu 
Naidu, the brain behind the idea, food fes-
tival is one of the many innovative ways to 
market Andhra Pradesh. "Rayalaseema has 
tremendous culture and rich food habits. 
Raagi sangati (a delicacy made with fin-
ger millet) with naatu kodi kura (country 
chicken curry) is locally famous. Why can't 
we take it to the global level?" he asked offi-
cials at a recently-held district collectors' 
conference.

A couple of days after the brainstorming 
session with Naidu, Nellore District Collec-
tor N Srikanth decided to organise a mas-
sive food festival as part of the Flamingo 
Festival to be held in the district shortly. He 
also directed the Education Department 
to make food festivals part of the college 
festivals and anniversaries.

While the platter will be full with a variety 
of seafood in the coastal districts, it would 
be chicken and goat meat that would add to 

the taste in Rayalaseema. In fact, AP also 
has a rich tradition of special confectioner-
ies, which have become popular. Taking a 
cue from the CM, the hoteliers' associations 
are also gearing up to organise food festivals 
during exhibitions and important festivals.

Tourism Projects
There are many tourism projects underway 
this year including a mega circuit, a couple 
of mini circuits, destination development 
projects and a state-of-the-art international 
convention centre at Tirupati. The most 
important project is the mega circuit of 
Konaseema-Bhadrachalam River Circuit. 
According to the plan new cottages at 
different places along the Godavari River 
between Pattiseema and Pochavaram near 
Bhadrachalam will be constructed. Jetties 
will be constructed at the vantage points 
near the cottages. New water crafts, includ-
ing house boats, will be acquired and the 
existing river circuits on Godavari River 
will be made more attractive. The Union 
Cabinet has approved setting up of the 
Indian Culinary Institute (ICI) at Tirupati. 
The first-of-its-kind institution in the coun-
try will come up with an estimated invest-
ment of about Rs. 200 crore. 

Rural and  
Beach Tourism
Keeping in mind the importance of Rural 
Tourism, the state government has given 
high priority to this sector in its Tourism 
Policy introduced in 2010. The main aim is 
to showcase the rural life, art, culture and 
heritage at rural locations, thereby benefit-
ing the local community economically and 
socially, as well as enabling interaction 
between tourists and locals for a more 
enriching tourism experience.

Andhra Pradesh Tourism Development 

Corporation has planned and proposed 
many Rural Tourism Projects in the state. 
The first project was introduced in 2003-
04 and subsequently many projects were 
taken up. 

The state has a vast coastline and some 
great beaches. Beach Tourism offers 
immense potential. As part of the plan to 
develop projects on a PPP mode in the port 
city of Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh is 
set to witness investments of over Rs 1,000 
crore. The Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of 
India has already sanctioned Rs 221 crore 
and Andhra Pradesh Tourism is expecting 
an additional investment to the tune of Rs 
58 crore for new projects. The development 
projects will involve building coastal cor-
ridors along the Visakhapatnam-Bheemu-
nipatnam seafront. Rs 175 crore will be 
invested for the Visakhapatnam-Viziana-
garam-Srikakulam regional circuit, and 
nine new beach properties in Srikaku-
lam, Vizianagaram, East Godavari, West 
Godavari, Prakasam and Nellore dis-
tricts. We want to show to our guests that 
everything is possible in Andhra Pradesh. 
Today, the state has much more to offer 
in terms of virgin locations. We are sure 
that the new tourism infrastructure will 
delight the new-generation visitors. We 
are keen to promote Andhra Pradesh as 
the most desirable round-the-year tourist 
destination in India . n

Kanaka Durga Temple, Vijaywada
Borra Caves, 

Visakhapatnam

The cuisines of Coastal Andhra 
and Rayalaseema districts 
are set to become the 'brand 

ambassadors' of Andhra Pradesh, 
with several food festivals set to be 
organised as part of a novel move 
to put the state on the global map.
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the city which has emerged as favourite 
tourist destination, has registered a tre-

mendous growth in the hospitality industry 
in the past three years.The city added more 
than 40 hotels including 16 high end ones in 
this period. The city is now one of the  most 
desired destinations as it can accommodate 
a common man, a budget traveller and even 
a diplomat in its hotels, stated a report.

In addition to this, the city has a good 
number of eateries that serve a variety of 
food from traditional to continental both 
vegetarian and non-vegetarian.The num-
ber of tourists has reached around 30 lakh 
a year. There are a good number of hotels 
and resorts in many backward taluks as 
well. Though, only 20 hotels registered and 
availed benefits from the Tourism Depart-
ment between 2009- 2014, there are many 
other high end hotels that have come up in 
the city.

The growth in Mysore that has boosted the 
hospitality industry generating both direct 
and indirect employment. It has attracted 
investment into the hotel industry in Cham-
rajnagar, Mandya and Kodagu districts.

The ban on the construction of resorts in 
eco-sensitive zones in Nagarhole, Bandipur 
Tiger Reserve falling in the Western Ghats 
region have resulted a chain of hotels in 

Gundlupet region and a few in the Biligiri 
Rangaswamy hills.

The State government has fixed a 35 per 
cent subsidy for investments in Periyapatna, 
T Narsipur and H D Kote taluks, 30 per cent 
in Hunsur taluk and 10 per cent to those 
investing in Mysore rural taluk. There is 
no subsidy for investments  in Mysore city. 
However, the authorities hope that the region 
will get a further boost with an enhancement 
in subsidy in the new tourism policy that will 
come into effect from October 20, 2014.

Rajendra, President of the Hotel Owners 
Association said there are more than 9,000 

rooms including 4000 in high end hotels in 
Mysore city. He said the city that caters to 
all categories of guests, badly needs capital 
investment to develop Barachukki-Gagana-
chukki falls areas with a rope way, garden 
and an amusement park that can hold tour-
ists for more than half a day.

Chief Minister Siddaramaiah's announce-
ment to develop the botanical garden at the 
foot of the Chamundi Hills is yet to take off.
He said such investments will make tourists 
stay longer than a day."These facilities will 
double the flow of tourists to 60-70 lakh per 
year and enable operators to market Mysore 
to the rest of the world," he said. Marketing of 
Dasara programmes well in advance would 
also help tourism beyond Dasara festivities," 
said Revanna, a tour operator.

Sudhakar Shetty, Chairman, Dasara Tour-
ism Committee said the city has emerged as 
a leading tourist destination and the city has 
registered a tremendous growth in the hos-
pitality industry with more than 250 hotels 
in the region.

Shetty said the government should 
announce a 30 per cent subsidy for invest-
ments in Mysore city and the region to set 
up hotels and give them seven years of tax 
exemption on the lines of major industries to 
encourage tourism industry. n

Mysore records booming hotel 
business in the city since 2012

M Rajendra, President of the Hotel 
Owners Association said there are 
more than 9,000 rooms including 
4000 in high end hotels in Mysore 
city. He said the city that caters to 
all categories of guests, badly needs 

capital investment to develop 
Barachukki-Gaganachukki falls 

areas with a rope way, garden and 
an amusement park that can hold 
tourists for more than half a day.

Mysore Palace: The Great Palace build in 19th 

century is one of the largest Palaces in India 

with amazing art work and sculpturing
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the South Indian state of Kerala has 
gained popularity worldwide with its 

varied offerings like backwaters, exquisite 
natural environment, revitalising Ayurveda, 
spice gardens, cultural diversity, undulating 
hills, and enchanting forests, to name a few. 
Due to such vast and diverse characteristics, 
Kerala has emerged as a popular hot spot for 
tourists. The Kerala government recognised 
tourism as an industry in 1976 and the first 
initiative in this direction started with the 
launch of an international Beach Resort in 
Kovalam during the same period. The first 
Tourism Policy of Kerala was announced in 
1995.

At present, Kerala is an internation-
ally acclaimed destination, attracting tour-
ists from across the globe. The transition of 
Kerala into a favourable tourist destination 
in the overseas market came about during 
the period 1986 to 2013. According to sta-
tistics by Kerala Tourism, the state recorded 
50,000 Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs) in 
1986, which increased to 8.5 lakh in 2013. 

In 2013, Kerala Tourism registered a 
growth of 8.12 per cent and 7.75 per cent 
in (FTAs) and Domestic Tourist Arrivals, 

respectively, compared with the year ago. 
The total revenue from the tourism sector 
last year was Rs 22.926.55 crore. 

Presently, Kerala offers backwaters, 
Ayurveda facilities, hill stations, beaches, 
home stays, hotels, resorts, arts, handicrafts, 
wildlife, adventure activities, Responsible 
Tourism, Ecotourism, Rural Tourism, MICE, 
Monsoon Tourism, sightseeing and numer-
ous new tourism products, etc., which entice 
travellers across all segments. 

New Products 
Apart from its traditional products, Kerala 
Tourism is in the process to unveil a range 
of new projects, which will delve into the dif-
ferent stories of the past and present. Kerala 
Tourism will unveil Muziris Heritage Site 
(MHS) project near Kochi this month. The 
main idea of the project is to restore histori-
cal and cultural importance of the ancient 
seaport of Muziris. MHS encompasses over 
four panchayats in Ernakulam district such as 
Chennamangalam, Chittatukara, Vadakek-
kara, Pallippuram and three panchayats in 
Thrissur district, namely Eriyad, Mathilakam 
and Sreenarayanapuram. This project has 

over 23 museums showcasing the history of 
Muziris. Speaking about MHS project, A P 
Anilkumar, Minister for Welfare of Sched-
uled Castes & Backward Classes & Tourism, 
Govt. of Kerala, said, “The MHS project is 
an endeavour of the Kerala government to 
showcase the history and heritage of the 
1st century BC port that was once a thriv-
ing trade centre and a gateway to India for 
religious faiths from distant worlds.”

In addition to this, Kerala Tourism has 
launched the Spice Route Project to revive 
the ancient path for modern-day travellers. 
Archaeological evidences from excavations 
carried out by the Kerala government in 
Muziris, have already given a huge boost 
to the Spice Route project. The excavations 
have pointed at spice trade from Muziris, a 
flourishing port two millennia ago, to the 
West, before it mysteriously disappeared. 
The Spice Route Project is aimed at sharing 
the significant heritage among the 31 coun-
tries along the ancient Route. Around 2,000 
years ago, the Route was used by traders 
of spices and explorers, and connected 31 
nations in the past. The Route will connect 
countries, namely Afghanistan, Burma, 

Kerala Tourism: 
Unveiling Hidden Treasures

Kovalam beach

Kerala Tourism is set to push the envelope with three ambitious products—Muziris Heritage Site, Spice Route Project, and 

seaplane service. The tourism board expects these products to further enhance the state’s position as a tourist destination 

in the domestic and international markets. Anish V Punnackattu takes a look at these offerings
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China, Denmark, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
France, Germany, Greece, Indonesia, Iran, 
Iraq, Italy, Jordan, Lebanon, Malaysia, 
Mozambique, Netherlands, Oman, Pakistan, 
Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Spain, Sri 
Lanka, Syria, Turkey, UK and Yemen, apart 
from India. Muziris is one of the important 
destinations on the Spice Route. Kerala 
Tourism has completed the Spice Route 
revival in association with UNWTO; and is 
now requesting other countries to revive the 
Spice Route in their nations.

Furthermore, in order to provide last-mile 
air connectivity, Kerala Tourism will launch 
the seaplane service commercially in the 
state this month. The service was launched 
as a pilot project last year to connect key 
backwater destinations in Kerala, including 
Ashtamudi in Kollam, Punnamada in Alap-
puzha, Kumarakom in Kottayam, and Bekal 
in Kasaragod districts. 

Talking about MHS and seaplane project, 
Anupama T V, IAS, Additional Director 
General, Kerala Tourism, said that they are 
all set to commercially launch seaplane and 
MHS projects this month. Both projects were 
launched earlier on a trial basis. Seaplanes 
will provide last-mile connectivity by air to 
destinations across the state. The service will 
initially operate from the three international 
airports of Thiruvananthapuram, Kochi and 
Kozhikode to connect prime destinations 
such as Ashtamudi, Punnamada, Kumara-

kom, Bolgatty and Bekal in the state. The 
MHS that stretches from the municipality 
of North Paravur in Ernakulam district to 
Kodungalloor in Thrissur district is aimed 
to promote awareness and understanding of 
the cultural distinctiveness and diversity of 
Muziris, she added. 

Responsible Tourism 
To encourage involvement of local 
community in tourism, Kerala Tour-
ism launched Responsible Tourism 
initiatives at seven destinations such as 
Kumbalangy, Vythiri, Wayanad, Thenmala  
and Kovalam. 

Responsible Tourism initiatives in Kerala 
were started in 2008 and Kumarakom was 
the first destination to adopt these practises. 
Earlier this year, Kumarakom bagged the 
UNWTO Ullysses Award for Sustainable 
Tourism, informed Suman Billa, Secretary 
Tourism, Govt. of Kerala. He said that Kerala 
Tourism will extend the Responsible Tour-
ism model to 112 panchayats in the state. 

Talking about the Responsible Tourism 
model, Oommen Chandy, Chief Minister, 
Govt. of Kerala, said that the model has been 
successful in developing tourism by actively 
involving the local communities and the 
government would take all necessary mea-
sures to replicate it in 112 panchayats in the 
first phase. “Responsible Tourism model has 
opened up various revenue-generating ave-

nues for the local communities and we need 
to tap its potential to further spur up tourism 
and economic growth,” Chandy said.

Kumar said that the government wanted to 
make Responsible Tourism a major revenue-
generating model for local communities. The 
local people should benefit from the growth 
of the tourism sector in the state. “We will 
take forward the successful implementation 
of the Responsible Tourism model across the 
state through public participation,” Kumar 
added. 

Speaking about the same, E M Najeeb, 
Chairman and Managing Director, ATE 
Group of Companies, said that Kerala as 
an example promotes Sustainable Tourism 
by stressing on Ecotourism and adopt-
ing responsible practices. Tourism should 
be ecologically sustainable. Kerala gives 
importance to involving local community 
in tourism, and thereby leading to overall  
economical development of vari-
ous tourist destinations. Qualitative 
Responsible Tourism, through utmost 
care taken on the carrying capacity and 
the preservation of the eco system and  
human life, is the main objective of tourism 
in Kerala. The government and the tourism  
industry in Kerala together accord highest 
importance to Eco-sensitive Responsible 
Tourism and work hand-in-hand for the same,  
Najeeb stated  n

Muziris Heritage Sitebekal Fort
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  Kerala Tourism recently signed an 
MoU with UNESCO for the Spice Route 
heritage Conservation. What are the 
initiatives being taken for the same?

  As part of the Spice Route 
Heritage Conservation, in the first 
phase, we have opened four museums 
- two Jewish and two Keralite. Apart 
from this, vast excavations have been 
undertaken in Pattanam site, which 
is open to public now. We will also 
be coming up with a museum at this 
place. As part of the second phase of 
the Muziris Heritage Project, we are 
launching the next set of four 
museums that have been already 
been constructed. Muziris is an 

ancient Indo-Roman port at the 
heart of the spice trade. It is 
speculated to be situated around 
present-day Cranganore, 18 miles 
North of Kochi. We have tried to 
recreate the elements of history and 
heritage in the speculated location 
of the ancient port through these 
museums.  

Under the same project, we are 
trying to recreate the track from 
which spices travelled from the East 
to the West. We have identified 31 
countries that were part of the Spice 
Route. These countries were mainly 
in Middle East, Northern Africa and 
Europe apart from India and China. 
We have been communicating with 
these countries and looking forward 
to making them a part of this 
project.  The MoU with UNESCO 
was the first step in getting the 
countries together, which has also 
made this process easier for us. 
Kerala has listed out the elements of 
the Spice Route and tried to identify 
and conserve these elements under 
the Muziris Heritage Project, which 
is an important component of the 
Spice Route. Similarly, we feel that 
all the countries, which were part 
of the ancient Spice Route, should 

‘We are trying to create a 
global tourism destination 
through the Spice route’ 

From Muziris, which was the 

heart of the bustling ancient 

Spice Route, to trade medicinal 

secrets of the spices grown 

in the region, Kerala has been 

prominent on the world map 

since time immemorial. Shreya 

Kand, in conversation with P I 

Sheik Pareeth (IAS), who recently 

took over as Director, Kerala 

Tourism, explores how God’s 

Own Country is conserving its 

rich heritage, and the major 

initiatives of the board

P I SheIK PAreeTh (IAS)
Director, Kerala Tourism
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explore and recreate these areas to develop a global 
tourism destination. We are focusing more on global 
tourism rather than Indian tourism and this is a first-of-
its-kind project linking the heritage of countries in such 
a manner. 

  Please elaborate on the hop-on and hop-off boat service, 
and seaplane project.

 The hop-on hop-off project is the first-of-its-kind 
service in the country. We will deploy two sets of boats 
under this project at Fort Kochi and Muziris Heritage Site. 
One set of the boats is ready for deployment, and another 
is under construction. The ready boats are yet to be 
branded. We had organised a branding competition for 
the same and the winning artist’s painting will be used to 
represent the hop-on hop-off services in Kerala. We have 
already shortlisted a few designs and will deploy the fully 
constructed and branded boats anytime after September. 
For the service, seven jetties have been identified in Fort 
Kochi and eight in Muziris. Using this service, travellers 
will be able to explore more destinations with a  
single ticket.

For our seaplane project, all clearances have been 
obtained and we have also obtained space for operations at 
the Thiruvananthapuram airport. Commercial operation 
of the service will start soon. Through seaplanes, we are 
trying to provide last-mile connectivity to some major 
destinations in the state. Travellers can opt for the seaplane 
service, which will save time and enable them to cover 
more destinations, and provide direct connectivity from 
the airport. 

  Which segments will you concentrate on in the coming 
months?

  We are looking at promoting Wildlife Tourism. In 
association with the Forest Department, we will come up 
with four coffee table books, highlighting the history, the 
tourism importance and the flora and fauna of four major 
wildlife destinations in Kerala, which includes 
Parambikulam, Silent Valley, Ernakulam and Periyar.  

We will also focus on Wedding Tourism. Over and above 
the major hospitality players, we have a destination that 
can offer the necessary infrastructure and the resources 
to accommodate all the people coming for weddings. Our 
destination can offer various venues of theme weddings 
like a beach wedding, wedding in the backwaters, hill 
station wedding, etc. Rajasthan is an established player 
in the Wedding segment, and since we have similar 
prospects and infrastructure, we want to promote Kerala 
as a wedding destination.

For Adventure Tourism, we have set up a society to 
promote the same—Kerala Adventure Tourism Promotion 
Society (KATPS). KATPS has identified the locations 
where we can set up adventure parks. These parks will 
cater to youngsters as well as serious adventure travellers. 
We had conducted a river festival in Kozhikode recently 
at the Thusharagiri waterfalls and we will be organising a 
mountain biking competition at Wayanad or Vagamon. 
We will also be starting hinge-operated parasailing there 
soon. n
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Your guide to choosing the 
perfect Web Design Agency

2 20 weeks later I'm reminded that I must share how and why 
I formed Internet Moguls. This was back in 2005 when at 

various travel and hotel conventions we found agents and hoteliers 
complaining of no single agency in India catering to the specific 
needs of the hospitality industry.

Some great agencies existed and still do and many by my col-
leagues, friends and peers but very few had the founders as ex-
hoteliers, travel agents and airline experienced professionals built 
into one and understanding how agents make money on segments 
or how inbound works seasonally and domestic ticketing is a mar-
gin less game etc. Armed with 8 yrs in this industry we formed 
Internet Moguls as a ten people startup in 2009 which today is a 
110 people growing company working with 200 travel agencies, 
tour operators, hoteliers & tourism boards in various capacities of 
online marketing technology and social media needs.

But last week at 3 different client pitches when I found they had 
a few agencies waiting to pitch before us and the poor client con-
fused as to whom to choose and if at all he should gamble another 
6 months or a year based on a promise made by an agency which 
sounds very similar to the promise made by other agency last time, 
I thought I should rewrite an article on this topic.

So here goes. I hope this helps you choose the best "partner” for 
your success.

 Summer vacations are fast approaching. It will be that time of 
the year again when people go on long family vacations. And going 
by the sheer number of flight and hotel offers available online, the 
competition is going to be tough. 

From what I observe, Singapore and Dubai happen to be a 
hotspot for our Indian travellers this season. People have already 
started searching online for the best hotels and resorts and the best 
available deals they can get. And this brings me to the reason I 
decided to write this piece – your hotel’s web design. 

Did you know that 76% of travellers plan their leisure trips 
online? And up to 39% of the Indian business travellers make 
their travel arrangements including hotel bookings through their 
mobiles.  

Now, imagine a situation where a person runs a Google search 
on his phone and your website shows up in the first few results. 
But he is unable to access it, as your website is not optimised for 
mobile viewing.  So he skips your website, goes back to the search 
results and, most likely, lands on a website more optimised to his 
mobile device. And, there, you lost a prospective customer.

When this happens frequently, Google is less likely to put your 
website on the top of search results, making your property lose on 
potential customers.

The number of people using smartphones and going digital 
through them is witnessing an exponential increase. I have seen 
that the online users are getting impatient too. People want solu-
tions and options and that too, with a single touch on their mobile 
screens. So your website should be smart phone friendly, draw 
people’s attention, engage them completely and finally convert 
into bookings. Seems tough?

A responsive web design could accomplish all these for you. 
A responsive web design lets the server send one HTML to all 
devices making it adaptable to anything from a desktop to a tablet, 
thereby creating an impeccable user experience. A responsive web 
design will also be optimized for access through smartphones and 
tablets. And a good web design agency would know all of this. 
My advice to you – always observe if the web design agency talks 
about a mobile marketing angle for your website. If they do, then I 
would encourage you to go ahead with them. If they don’t then, do 
your hotel a favour and look for a better agency. 

So, how do you go about choosing a web design agency that 
will deliver your hotel’s message to the online users in a simple, 
seamless and effective way?

I present to you six steps that hoteliers should follow, in order 
to ensure that when it comes to choosing your web design agency, 
you get nothing but the best. 

l     Determine Cost vs. Value – I always remind my hotelier 
friends, ‘You get what you pay for.’ And this holds true even 
for a web design agency. Yes, the amount you’re willing to shell 

AvIjIT AryA
Founder and CEO, Internet Moguls 
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out is always a bone of contention, but in this case, you should 
weigh the value against the cost.  This is where your research and 
analysis comes in. Scrutinise how much you have invested in the 
past years on marketing and advertising and determine whether 
or not these efforts actually brought you considerable return on 
investments. Ask your agency to show you tangible results they 
have delivered in the past. 

l    Do a track record check – It’s important to determine 
whether or not the agency you hire has relevant knowledge of 
the trends, the industry and whether or not they can deliver the 
promised results within the given time frame. 

Make sure that the reference check on the agency is done by check-
ing online presence, customer testimonials and feedback. Ask 
them to show you performance data of their work, the results they 
yielded and the time taken to do it. 

l    Know the basics – I say this to all of my clients, associates, 
friends in the industry - it is important to know what is going on. 
In order to buy what’s being sold to you, you need to be aware 
about the service. You should be able to justify why you hired 
a particular web design agency over others. You should know 
what they’re talking about and what they’re doing. Awareness 
about the technicalities involved in web design makes you an 
informed customer. 

Question the agency about the processes and methodologies they 
use. Finally, it’s your money and you need to know how you’ll be 
benefitting out of it. 

l    Content Curation – An attractive design might draw in a 
customer and make him peep into your website. But to engage 
him and finally to convert into sales, one needs proper and flaw-
less content. 

A good web design agency will understand that proper content 
is important for a responsive web design. They will recognize that 
the level of user interaction depends majorly on the content of your 
website. 

Is your agency talking content or are they merely scratching the 
surface by talking about the art of your website? Think about it, 
before you sign the contract.

l   Create Short-Term objectives and plan of action- Take time 
to sit down at a table with your agency executives and discuss 
what you plan to achieve over a given time frame. What kind of 
developments are you expecting over a period of say, six months to 
one year? Your short-term goals could be to generate more leads, 
increase online sales, be in touch with your customers,  increase 
your fans and creating and improving brand awareness. 

Find out the kind of tools that your web agency is going to use 
to drive more traffic to your website.  Ask your agency to explain 
to you as to how they will accomplish all of your short-term objec-
tives.

Will they be adding attractive ‘Book Now’ buttons and social 
media integration and will they make your website accessible over 
different platforms? Will these buttons be above or below the fold 
of your homepage? What will be the landing pages through differ-
ent links? All these are important questions that help you measure 
the web agency’s capabilities and whether or not they can deliver 
the said objectives. 

l    Keep your Quality intact – When it comes to your website, 
your quality speaks volumes. Once your web agency has deliv-
ered the promised results, it may seem like the end of the task. 
But like digitalism, your website is always a work in progress. 
Stay in touch with your agency for reports and analysis, keep 
tabs on  the new tools they might have developed and how they 
are assisting other clients. If they have monthly plans, you should 
think about signing up to those. 

It’s imperative to understand that the hospitality industry is 
competitive and so to stay abreast, you need to be on the same 
page as your consumer. So, work with an agency that understands 
the trends, the market, the consumer and most importantly, your 
brand.  n

(Avijit Arya brings more than a decade  of experience from the 
global online marketing industry. He has served in management 

positions, focusing on global marketing, branding stratagy, online 
advertising and corporate communication.)
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Trends Report for 2014 predicts an early up-swing for Indian industryHVS
HVS India’s Hotel Industry Report for 2013-14 -   Hotels in India: Trends & Opportunities – has predicted an early 

revival for the hotel industry after three consecutive years of reversals.   The report indicates that the business 
climate in the country is poised for improvement riding on the back of political and economic stability that is visible 

after the assumption of new government at the Centre. Hospitality Biz compiles HVS hospitality trend report 

The annual industry report noted the branded hotel inventory cross-
ing the landmark figure of one lakh in 2013-14. While  growth in 
supply did indeed outpace growth in demand across some markets, 
early signs of a recovery were equally evident across others. Overall, 
financial year 2013/14 saw a marginal improvement in nationwide 
occupancies, thus breaking a three-year  downward trend, the sur-
vey notes. 

The survey has been compiled after taking inputs from 814 hotels 
across the country comprising a total room count of 99,301.  This 
marked an increase of 97 hotels and about 13,180 rooms  compared 
to 2012-13 survey.  On a nationwide basis, branded and/or organised 

supply grew at a CAGR of 17.8% over the past five years. Demand for 
these rooms grew at 17.6% for the same period. Resultantly, India-
wide occupancies moved from 59.3% in 2011/12 to 57.8% in 2012/13 
and have closed at 58.9% in 2013/14. Average Room Rates, however, 
have gone from Rs`6,032 to `Rs 5,773 and are now at Rs`5,531 for 
the period of  April 1,  2013 to  March 31, 2014. While occupan-
cies have remained range-bound, average rates have declined for 
several years in a row.  In 2013/14, branded hotel supply surpassed 
the 100,000 rooms milestone. Nationwide existing supply recorded  
103,855 rooms as of  March 31, 2014,an increase of around 10.2% 
(9,600 branded rooms) over the previous year.

Holiday Inn Express Ahmedabad
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Figure 2: GDP Growth, Inflation and Exchange Rate – An Eight-year Trend

Figure 2 shows GDP Growth, Inflation and 
Exchange Rate from 2006/07 to 2013/14. 

During 2013/14, FDI inflow declined by 
31.8% over the previous fiscal, largely due to 
poor investor sentiment and political 
uncertainty at the time. Going forward, the 
Economic Survey of India forecasts India's 
GDP growth to be in the range of 5.4-5.9% in 
2014/15 on account of an expected revival of 
the Industrial sector, a stabilised current 
account, steady capital inflows and an 
expected resurgence in growth from 
manufacturing .  With  the  previous  
government having initiated a programme to 
revitalise some key infrastructure projects 
across the country and the new government 
also following suit, economic expansion is 
expected to maintain steady momentum in 
the medium-to-long term.

Since 2002, when India's National Tourism 
Policy was revamped, the country has 
witnessed sustained growth that has 
consistently outpaced the global tourism 
industry in terms of growth in the volume of 
international tourists as well as the overall 
growth in revenue. The main drivers of this 
increase have been the burgeoning Indian 
middle class, growth in high spending 
fo re i g n  to u r i s t s ,  a n d  c o o rd i n a te d  
government tourism campaigns like 
“Incredible India”.

Tourism Overview

The United Nations World Tourism 
Organisation in its Tourism Highlights 2014 
Edition reported that the total number of 
International Tourist Arrivals (ITA) 
worldwide grew by 5% in 2013, reaching a 
record 1,087 million arrivals, after topping 
the 1 billion mark in 2012. Within that, the 
Asia Pacific region recorded the strongest 
growth at 6% in 2013. 

The total contribution of Travel and Tourism 
to India's GDP was 6.2% (`6,631 billion) in 
2013 and is projected to rise to 7.3% in 2014, 
according to the World Travel & Tourism 
Council's (WTTC's) Economic Impact 2014 – 
India report. 

Domestic travel spends generated 80.7% of 
the direct Travel and Tourism GDP, with 
domestic tourist visits (1,145 million) 
registering an increase of close to 10% over 
2012. Domestic demand for hotels in India 
has historically been higher than demand 
from foreigners. Though a large portion of 
domest ic  demand orig inates  from 
commercial activity, an increasing number 
of Indians are taking holidays, both within 
the country and overseas. Rising propensity 
to spend coupled with the increased 
proliferation of low-cost carriers has 
enabled increased domestic travel. The 
depreciation of the rupee against the
US dollar has also made international travel 
less viable for domestic tourists, who are 
now substituting foreign vacations with 
domestic ones. This is evident with leisure 
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Figure 3: Room Night Demand Vs Available Room Nights (1999/2000 – 2013/14) 
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destinations such as Agra, Jaipur, Goa, Kerala 
and Srinagar gaining strong momentum.

International Tourist Arrivals, on the other 
hand, were recorded at 6.9 million in 2013, 
an increase of 5.9% over the previous year. 
Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEE) in US$ also 
rose by 4.0% during the same period. The 
top three international source markets for 
India continued to be USA (15.6%) followed 

1by UK (11.62%) and Bangladesh (7.53%) . 
Stimuli such as the Tourist Visa on Arrival 
Scheme (VOA), which is expected to extend 
from 11 to 180 countries, and the relaxation 
of the mandatory 60-day gap between 
consecutive visits by foreign travellers to 
India, is anticipated to augment growth and 
bolster inbound travel in the near future. 

Additionally, the budget announcement 
regarding the initiation of the electronic 
travel authorisation (ETA) across nine 
international airports over the next six 
months is also a welcome step to generate 
further tourist activity across the country.

As discussed in our 2013 publication, the 
four pillars of the hospitality business – 
Supply, Demand, Occupancy and Average 
Rate – are key indicators when assessing the 
past, present and future of any hotel market. 
On a nationwide basis, branded and/or 
organised supply grew at a CAGR of 17.8% 
over the past five years. Demand for these 
rooms grew at 17.6% for the same period. 
Resultantly, India-wide occupancies 
moved from 59.3% in 2011/12 to 57.8% 
in 2012/13 and have closed at 58.9% in 
2013/14. Average Room Rates, however, 
have gone from `6,032 to `5,773 and
are now at `5,531 for the period of

st st1 April 2013 to 31  March 2014. While 
occupancies have remained range-bound, 
average rates have declined for several years 
in a row. Figure 3 shows the nationwide 
supply and demand trends for a 15-year 
period. 

Figures 4 and 5 present the performance of 
existing supply vs. the performance of new 
hotels that have opened over the past five 
years. HVS has been analysing this data now.

The Tide is Turning
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Figure 1: Room Night Demand Vs Available Room Nights (1999/2000 – 2013/14)

Due to market volatility, the 
Survey notes that the hotels 
across positioning and price 
points have dropped rates in a bid 
to gain business over the last two 
to three years and ‘rate wars’ have 
led to some surprising decisions 
being made by respectable and 
globally recognised brands. In 
2013/14, the overall weighted 
occupancy across categories 
(58.9%) increased by 1.9% over 
2012/13; however, average rate 
(Rs 5,531) dropped by 4.3% 
over the previous year resulting 
in a decline in RevPAR by 2.5% 
to Rs 3,260 in the same time 
period. Moreover, hotels across 
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Figure 4:  Performance of Existing Hotels (2009/10 – 2013/14)

Figure 5: Performance of New Hotels (2009/10 – 2013/14)
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The trend continues to reflect the fact that 
existing hotels have grown (or at the very 
least sustained) their occupancies through 
the so-called down cycle over the past five 
years. When one studies a market's overall 
occupancy, it may seem like the numbers are 
declining; however, it is evident from Figure 
4 that the decline is primarily a function of 
the new supply's lower initial-year 
occupancies that are in turn pulling down 
the marketwide average. When looked at 
independently, not only has existing supply 
proven its ability to retain and/or grow its 
occupancy numbers, even new supply 
continues to show a steady (albeit relatively 
paced) year on year growth in occupancies, 
as is visible in Figure 5. However, similar to 
last year, we continue to see declines in 
average room rates. While one may partially 
attribute this to markets having a larger pool 
of budget and midmarket 
hotels in their competitive set 
now, when we study the charts 
above it is clear that the advent 
of new supply is also causing 
existing hotels to cut their 
rates in a bid to retain business. 
This knee-jerk reaction is often 
a short-sighted approach to doing business 
and we discuss this in more detail in the 
following paragraphs.

Back to the Future!

As we look to the future, one must first pay 
h e e d  t o  p o l i t i c a l  a n d  e c o n o m i c  
developments in the last few months. The 
BJP-led NDA's historic victory has not only 
captured India's imagination but also 

reinvigorated overseas interest in India, and 
one is beginning to witness an overall 
positivity in the sentiments of people, 
businesses and nations at large. The Indian 
stock markets are at their lifetime peak and 
financial pundits are speculating a 
continued and sustained bull-run, this time 
possibly for the medium-to-long term. The 
recent union budget's approval of additional 
FDI in the defence and insurance sectors 
only adds to the already approved FDI limit 
increases to retail. The likelihood of 
significant amounts of foreign money 
pouring into our country is now strong. 
Stability at the centre is therefore very likely 
to catalyse overall growth in the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) over the next three-
to-five years. 

While average room rates have declined 
across various prominent 
markets lately,  absolute 
demand in terms of “room 
n i g h t s  p e r  d a y ”  ( R P D )  
c on t i n ue s  to  grow.  Our  
research reveals that demand 
for organised rooms has grown 
at an average of 11.3% over the 

past decade. This time period witnessed an 
up-cycle from 2003 to mid 2008 and a down-
cycle from late 2008 to 2013. However, year-
on-year demand grew in the double-digits 
during both cycles. This in itself is testament 
to the inherent strength of the sector and its 
continuing potential to grow, even in the face 
of external adversities. We are of the view 
that demand is likely to continue growing in 
the double-digits for the next three-to-five 
years.

Supply, however, is now going to grow at
a slower pace. India had 103,855 
branded/organised hotel rooms as of

st 31 March 2014. Supply – in the years 
going forward – is expected to grow by 
under 10% in 2014, about 12% in 2015 
and approximately 11% in 2016. Given 
these demand-supply dynamics, coupled 
with the likelihood of overall economic 
growth discussed above, HVS feels quite 
confident in predicting a strong and 
s u s t a i n a b l e  u p s w i n g  i n  i n d u s t r y  
performance over the next three-to-five 
years. While certain markets may take 
longer than others to reap the benefits of this 
forecasted upside, overall, the sector should 
ready itself for the next up-cycle in the near 
future.

Riding the Wave

Riding a wave is not just about timing the 
turn of the tide. It is also about employing
the most balanced approach for a sustained 
surf. It is therefore important that various 
stakeholders of the Indian hotel sector pay 
heed to the following thoughts. Some of 
these include correcting errors of the past, 
while others are new or innovative ways
of doing business in an increasingly 
competitive business environment.

Hotel Operators

In our various conversations with General 
Managers, Directors of Sales & Marketing 
and Revenue heads 
of hotels across 
brands, we have 
repeatedly heard 
them worry about 
i n c r e a s i n g  
competition and the 
inevitability of why 
average room rates 
j u s t  h a d  t o  b e  
“corrected” if they 
wanted to retain business. It is evident that 
hotels across positioning and price points 
have dropped rates in a bid to gain business 
over the last two-to-three years  and “rate 
wars” have led to some surprising decisions 
being made by respectable and globally 
recognised brands. 

Like last year, we reiterate in this year's 
publication – India does NOT have a rate 
problem! If anything, we are often too afraid 
to charge a fair price for the product and 
service being offered, because the 
management feels that they will lose critical 
business unless they offer the lowest rate in 
town. As we look towards the advent of an 
up-cycle in the near future, HVS would like to 
strongly urge management companies – 
international and domestic alike – to look 
one step beyond. Focusing on value creation 
for your guests rather than simply offering 
the lowest room rate needs to be the strategy 
going forward. Today's customer is far more 
informed and educated about various hotel 
positioning and is therefore able to 
appreciate the differences that exist 
between a budget, midmarket and upscale 
brand. He or she is also both able and willing 
to pay what's fair for products offered and 
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O n  a  n a t i o nw i d e  b a s i s ,  
branded and/or organised 
supply grew at a CAGR of 
17.8% over the past five years. 
Demand for these rooms grew 
at 17.6% for the same period.

While average room rates 
have declined across various 
prominent markets lately, 
absolute demand in terms of 
“room nights per day” (RPD) 
co n t i n u e s  to  g row.  O u r  
research reveals that demand 
for organised rooms has 
grown at an average of 11.3% 
over the past decade.

all categories witnessed a year-on-year increase 
in weighted occupancy, except for the four-star 
segment, which registered a marginal decline of 

0.1%. On the other hand, weighted average rate 
across all categories exhibited a decline apart from 
the two-star segment, which grew by 7.7%. 

Figure 2: Performance of Existing Hotels (2009/10 – 2013/14)
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Figure 13: Existing Supply Across Major Cities (2006/07 – 2013/14)

12-Month*
Change

Compounded
Growth2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Agra a 1,336 1,336 1,419 1,439 1,439 1,739 1,299 1,293 -0.5% -0.5%

Ahmedabad 519 675 800 1,521 1,785 1,975 2,477 2,777 12.1% 27.1%

Bengaluru 2,414 3,456 3,889 5,597 5,947 7,713 8,536 9,877 15.7% 22.3%

Chennai ** 2,442 2,826 3,307 3,806 4,066 4,904 6,330 7,105 12.2% 16.5%

Delhi *** 7,990 9,019 8,625 8,129 9,111 10,697 11,338 12,025 6.1% 6.0%

Gurgaon ** 1,980 3,246 3,782 4,559 5,190 13.8% 27.2%

NOIDA ** 300 351 527 841 1,119 33.1% 39.0%

Goa ** 2,450 2,768 2,795 3,288 3,375 3,885 4,406 4,553 3.3% 9.3%

Hyderabad ** 1,868 2,554 2,761 3,782 4,036 4,797 5,411 5,900 9.0% 17.9%

Jaipur ** 1,388 1,556 1,683 2,472 2,554 3,054 4,129 4,523 9.5% 18.4%

Kolkata 1,354 1,396 1,373 1,520 1,588 1,787 2,163 2,243 3.7% 7.5%

Mumbai 7,402 8,454 7,948 9,877 11,303 12,052 12,807 13,022 1.7% 8.4%

Pune b 777 1,346 1,518 2,672 4,691 5,672 5,317 6,159 15.8% 34.4%

Other Cities **** 9,345 11,596 12,357 15,412 18,039 21,729 24,642 28,069 13.9% 17.0%

Total 39,285 46,982 48,475 61,795 71,531 84,313 94,255 103,855 10.2% 14.9%

* Change in 2013/14 expressed as percentage of the figure for 2012/13
** The 2012/13 data has been modified to include the performance of a larger sample set
*** Delhi NCR data (Shaded Portion), rest Delhi (without Gurgaon, NOIDA and Greater NOIDA) data
**** Other Cities (includes all other hotel markets across India)

a - Supply tracked for Agra in 2013/14 is lower than 2012/13 due to the change in existing inventory in a particular hotel
b - Supply tracked for Pune in 2012/13 is lower than previously reported, due to the removal of Lonavla and Lavasa from the sample set.

Source: HVS Research
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Figure 14: Top Twenty Hotel Brands by Existing Inventory – September 2014 
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We have further classified the new supply 
into its potential positioning of luxury, 
upscale, midmarket, budget and extended-
stay hotels. Figure 16 presents the 
development trend of the hotel markets 
across India between 2006/07 and 
2013/14. 

The “inverse pyramid” with a higher number 
of existing hotels in the luxury and upscale 
space, symbolic of India's organised hotel 
industry for years, is seen tilting with 
more midmarket and budget hotels being 
planned across the country (almost 66% of 
the proposed supply).

The 2013/14 fiscal saw luxury and upscale 
hotels account for only 30% of the total 
proposed supply, in keeping with a subdued 
domestic business sentiment during 
2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13. In our 
opinion, such a development will enable the 
i n d u s t r y  to  i n c h  
c l o s e r  t o w a r d s  
meeting the future 
room requirement in 
the country with 
m i d m a r k e t  a n d  
budget hotels coming 
up quicker and at 
lower costs than 
lodging products with a higher positioning.

Future Supply

Over the years, HVS has followed a 
comprehensive approach for tracking new 
hotel development. We would like to state 
that a lot of effort goes into collating this data 
and then verifying many of these projects 
across various cities in terms of their 
development stage. Our tracking omits any 
flippant statements made to the media or 
announcements made by real estate 
developers to promote their brand and, 
therefore, get greater visibility. Thus, as 
we do each year, we have put together a 
list of developments under construction 
or those announced in each market that 
have a confirmed tie-up with an operator. 
Such developments have been analysed 
rationally, through the prism of an 
unbiased third party, for the probability 
factor of their development within the 
next five years.

From 114,466 proposed branded rooms in 
2007/08 - the highest in the last seven years, 
the total proposed supply was down to 
68,050 rooms as of the close of 2013/14, the 
lowest since 2006/07. Considering this in 
conjunction with the 121% growth in 
existing supply over the same period, one 
can attribute the decline in proposed supply 
partially to a substantial number of 

previously planned rooms commencing 
operations.

Additionally, delay and suspension of hotel 
projects on account of the economic 
downturn, high borrowing costs and tight 
liquidity are the other major contributors 
towards this decline. Here, we would like to 
highlight that in this year's survey, we 
have gone a step further and not only 
identified what the truly active proposed 
supply is and what is planned but not yet 
active, but also taken a fine-toothed comb 
approach and completely removed from 
the survey inactive supply across the 
nation that has been carried forward year 
after year, simply because it was either 
announced or signed, yet is known to be a 
dead or an abandoned project. At least for 
the five-year horizon that this report 
addresses, this inactive supply will certainly 
not see development and we have thus 
removed it from the proposed supply 
pipeline.

In Figure 15, we present the existing and 
proposed supply in each of the 13 major 
markets and “Other Cities” covered in this 
report, with indication of the supply under 
active development (currently under 
construction or hotels that HVS is confident 
will open over the next five years).

Figure 13 shows the existing supply for the 
13 major cities from 2006/07 to 2013/14. 
Additionally, Figure 14 presents the total 
operating inventory for the 20 largest hotel 
brands in the country as of September 2014.

We would like to highlight that Taj Hotels, 
Resorts & Palaces (including Ginger)
and ITC Hotels (including Fortune) have 
re t a i n e d  t h e  to p  t wo  p o s i t i o n s  
respectively for the last three years.

Interestingly, since last year's survey, 
Marriott International has displaced Hyatt 
Hotels & Resorts to rank number five in 
terms of existing inventory. Furthermore, 
Accor has replaced Sarovar Hotels & Resorts 
to take the seventh position, in addition to 
Lemon Tree Hotels and Wyndham Hotels & 
Resorts replacing The Leela Palaces, Hotels 
& Resorts and Royal Orchid Group to take the 

th th 
11  and 12 positions respectively.
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From 114,466 proposed 
b r a n d e d  r o o m s  i n  
2007/08 - the highest in 
the last seven years - the 
total proposed supply was 
down to 68,050 rooms as 
of the close of 2013/14, the 
lowest since 2006/07.
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Consequently, the nationwide 
RevPAR decreased in 2013/14 with 
the four-star segment registering the 
maximum decline (5.9%), followed 
by the five-star deluxe segment (1.7%) 
and three-star segment (1.5%). This 
downswing could be attributed to these 
three categories adding close to 65% 
of the new supply in 2013/14. After 
registering a drop of approximately 
2% in 2012/13 over 2011/12, the two-
star category registered the highest 
RevPAR growth in 2013/14 (12.7% 
over the previous year), owing to 
roundly 8% annual increase in average 
rates, highlighting the acceptance of 
branded economy and budget hotels 
across the country.

The survey expects the momentum as far as new 
supply is concerned is expected to be slower and 
bound to stabilize around 10% in the next few 
years. India had 103,855 branded/organised 
hotel rooms as on March 31, 2014. Supply – in 
the years going forward – is expected to grow 
by under 10% in 2014, about 12% in 2015 
and approximately 11% in 2016. Given these 
demand-supply dynamics, coupled with the 
likelihood of overall economic growth discussed 
above, HVS feels quite confident in predicting 
a strong and sustainable upswing in industry 
performance over the next three-to-five years. 
While certain markets may take longer than 
others to reap the benefits of this forecasted 
upside, overall, the sector should ready itself for 
the next up-cycle in the near future.

Among the key cities in India, Mumbai 
(including Navi Mumbai) maintained its top 
position with the highest existing supply of 
branded rooms (13,022) in the country, fol-
lowed closely by Delhi (12,025) (excluding 
Gurgaon, NOIDA and Greater NOIDA) and 
Bengaluru (9,877),  Chennai (7,105).  As per 
the Survey, Taj Hotels, Resorts & Palaces with  
a cumulative room inventory of over  12,000 
across brands remained leading hotel brand in 
the country, followed by ITC Hotels (including 
Fortune), Carlson Rezidor, Starwood Hotels, 
Marriott International in that order.  While 
Marriott International displaced Hyatt as the 
fifth leading hotel brand in terms of existing 
inventory, Accor  became the seventh largest 
brand in India, pushing Sarovar  Hotels to the 
eighth position. n
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Figure 13: Existing Supply Across Major Cities (2006/07 – 2013/14)

12-Month*
Change

Compounded
Growth2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Agra a 1,336 1,336 1,419 1,439 1,439 1,739 1,299 1,293 -0.5% -0.5%

Ahmedabad 519 675 800 1,521 1,785 1,975 2,477 2,777 12.1% 27.1%

Bengaluru 2,414 3,456 3,889 5,597 5,947 7,713 8,536 9,877 15.7% 22.3%

Chennai ** 2,442 2,826 3,307 3,806 4,066 4,904 6,330 7,105 12.2% 16.5%

Delhi *** 7,990 9,019 8,625 8,129 9,111 10,697 11,338 12,025 6.1% 6.0%

Gurgaon ** 1,980 3,246 3,782 4,559 5,190 13.8% 27.2%

NOIDA ** 300 351 527 841 1,119 33.1% 39.0%

Goa ** 2,450 2,768 2,795 3,288 3,375 3,885 4,406 4,553 3.3% 9.3%

Hyderabad ** 1,868 2,554 2,761 3,782 4,036 4,797 5,411 5,900 9.0% 17.9%

Jaipur ** 1,388 1,556 1,683 2,472 2,554 3,054 4,129 4,523 9.5% 18.4%

Kolkata 1,354 1,396 1,373 1,520 1,588 1,787 2,163 2,243 3.7% 7.5%

Mumbai 7,402 8,454 7,948 9,877 11,303 12,052 12,807 13,022 1.7% 8.4%

Pune b 777 1,346 1,518 2,672 4,691 5,672 5,317 6,159 15.8% 34.4%

Other Cities **** 9,345 11,596 12,357 15,412 18,039 21,729 24,642 28,069 13.9% 17.0%

Total 39,285 46,982 48,475 61,795 71,531 84,313 94,255 103,855 10.2% 14.9%

* Change in 2013/14 expressed as percentage of the figure for 2012/13
** The 2012/13 data has been modified to include the performance of a larger sample set
*** Delhi NCR data (Shaded Portion), rest Delhi (without Gurgaon, NOIDA and Greater NOIDA) data
**** Other Cities (includes all other hotel markets across India)

a - Supply tracked for Agra in 2013/14 is lower than 2012/13 due to the change in existing inventory in a particular hotel
b - Supply tracked for Pune in 2012/13 is lower than previously reported, due to the removal of Lonavla and Lavasa from the sample set.

Source: HVS Research
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Figure 14: Top Twenty Hotel Brands by Existing Inventory – September 2014 
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We have further classified the new supply 
into its potential positioning of luxury, 
upscale, midmarket, budget and extended-
stay hotels. Figure 16 presents the 
development trend of the hotel markets 
across India between 2006/07 and 
2013/14. 

The “inverse pyramid” with a higher number 
of existing hotels in the luxury and upscale 
space, symbolic of India's organised hotel 
industry for years, is seen tilting with 
more midmarket and budget hotels being 
planned across the country (almost 66% of 
the proposed supply).

The 2013/14 fiscal saw luxury and upscale 
hotels account for only 30% of the total 
proposed supply, in keeping with a subdued 
domestic business sentiment during 
2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13. In our 
opinion, such a development will enable the 
i n d u s t r y  to  i n c h  
c l o s e r  t o w a r d s  
meeting the future 
room requirement in 
the country with 
m i d m a r k e t  a n d  
budget hotels coming 
up quicker and at 
lower costs than 
lodging products with a higher positioning.

Future Supply

Over the years, HVS has followed a 
comprehensive approach for tracking new 
hotel development. We would like to state 
that a lot of effort goes into collating this data 
and then verifying many of these projects 
across various cities in terms of their 
development stage. Our tracking omits any 
flippant statements made to the media or 
announcements made by real estate 
developers to promote their brand and, 
therefore, get greater visibility. Thus, as 
we do each year, we have put together a 
list of developments under construction 
or those announced in each market that 
have a confirmed tie-up with an operator. 
Such developments have been analysed 
rationally, through the prism of an 
unbiased third party, for the probability 
factor of their development within the 
next five years.

From 114,466 proposed branded rooms in 
2007/08 - the highest in the last seven years, 
the total proposed supply was down to 
68,050 rooms as of the close of 2013/14, the 
lowest since 2006/07. Considering this in 
conjunction with the 121% growth in 
existing supply over the same period, one 
can attribute the decline in proposed supply 
partially to a substantial number of 

previously planned rooms commencing 
operations.

Additionally, delay and suspension of hotel 
projects on account of the economic 
downturn, high borrowing costs and tight 
liquidity are the other major contributors 
towards this decline. Here, we would like to 
highlight that in this year's survey, we 
have gone a step further and not only 
identified what the truly active proposed 
supply is and what is planned but not yet 
active, but also taken a fine-toothed comb 
approach and completely removed from 
the survey inactive supply across the 
nation that has been carried forward year 
after year, simply because it was either 
announced or signed, yet is known to be a 
dead or an abandoned project. At least for 
the five-year horizon that this report 
addresses, this inactive supply will certainly 
not see development and we have thus 
removed it from the proposed supply 
pipeline.

In Figure 15, we present the existing and 
proposed supply in each of the 13 major 
markets and “Other Cities” covered in this 
report, with indication of the supply under 
active development (currently under 
construction or hotels that HVS is confident 
will open over the next five years).

Figure 13 shows the existing supply for the 
13 major cities from 2006/07 to 2013/14. 
Additionally, Figure 14 presents the total 
operating inventory for the 20 largest hotel 
brands in the country as of September 2014.

We would like to highlight that Taj Hotels, 
Resorts & Palaces (including Ginger)
and ITC Hotels (including Fortune) have 
re t a i n e d  t h e  t o p  t wo  p o s i t i o n s  
respectively for the last three years.

Interestingly, since last year's survey, 
Marriott International has displaced Hyatt 
Hotels & Resorts to rank number five in 
terms of existing inventory. Furthermore, 
Accor has replaced Sarovar Hotels & Resorts 
to take the seventh position, in addition to 
Lemon Tree Hotels and Wyndham Hotels & 
Resorts replacing The Leela Palaces, Hotels 
& Resorts and Royal Orchid Group to take the 

th th 
11  and 12 positions respectively.
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From 114,466 proposed 
b r a n d e d  r o o m s  i n  
2007/08 - the highest in 
the last seven years - the 
total proposed supply was 
down to 68,050 rooms as 
of the close of 2013/14, the 
lowest since 2006/07.

Figure 3: Existing Supply Across Major Cities (2006/07 – 2013/14)

Figure 4: Top Twenty Hotel Brands by Existing Inventory – September 2014
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W INDOWS 8.1 tablets are creeping into hospitality and travel 
businesses, but their success is predicated on IT solving 

some of the challenges found in nontraditional offices. During the 
past year, hotels and travel companies have increased their use of 
Windows 8.1 tablets to provide guests with more personalized 
services, and to help their own employees stay in touch with their 
loved ones, reported Tech Target.

For example, Royal Caribbean Cruises International said it will 
roll out 40,000 8-inch Windows 8 tablets, from Toronto-based 
HEXA Electronics to its own employees by October. The massive 
deployment lets cruise ship employees communicate with family 
members and friends while away from home, the company said.

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group recently started a pilot project 
that places Surface Pro 3 tablets into hotel guest rooms in Las Vegas, 
Washington, D.C., and Tokyo. The hotelier expects to eventually 
add about 2,000 units to its hotels.

Last year, the Sheraton Hotels & Resorts added Lenovo ThinkPad 
Tablet 2 PCs in bars, restaurants and spas in select hotels. Delta Air 
Lines also recently supplied its staff of flight attendants with 19,000 
Windows 8 phones.

Are mobile devices replacing the 
personal experience?
Companies that roll out mobile devices for hospitality and travel 
applications are looking for new ways to interact with guests, 
customers and employees."There are two sides of this," said Todd 
Wood, Vice President of technology for Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
Group, based in Hong Kong. "One is how we use the devices to 
better serve a guest and, from an internal standpoint, how do we 

enable devices for guests to do [follow a] self-service [model]?"
Surface Pro 3s in guest rooms use concierge and entertainment 

applications, and stream video to the TV using Miracast.Windows 
8 tablet use has grown in emerging industries, but analysts have 
said Microsoft must find new ways to encourage Windows 8.1 
mobile device adoption.

"Windows 8 tablets have had little impact on consumers," said 
Bob O'Donnell, Principal and Founder of TECHnalysis Research 
LLC, based in Foster City, Calif. Tablet growth has been slowing 
down in consumer markets with oversaturation, but there is an 
opportunity for the commercial segment, he said, adding there is 
also room for iPad and Android devices as well.

For Mandarin Oriental, deploying the Surface Pro 3 made the 
device's manageability easier because of its existing Microsoft 
infrastructure.

Mandarin Oriental needed a custom implementation, said Flori-
an Kriechbaumer, Product Development Manager at iRiS Software 
Systems Ltd., based in the U.K., which customized its hospitality 
platform for the hotel chain.

What obstacles lay ahead?
Hotels and travel businesses are not like every corporate office, 
so those IT pros will face a few special challenges. For example, 
privacy can be an issue. Guests staying at the Mandarin Oriental 
may not be inclined to give personal information to sign-on to the 
Surface Pro 3s despite that tablets will go through a remote wipe 
process once a guest checks out. Guests can try the remote wipe 
function before they add personal information to the tablet, said 
Kriechbaumer. n

Windows 8.1 takes over 
hospitality industry worldwide

During the past year, hotels 
and travel companies 

have increased their use 
of Windows 8.1 tablets to 
provide guests with more 
personalized services, and 

to help their own employees 
stay in touch with their 

loved ones
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accor

Gorav Arora, Director - Sales and Marketing, Novotel 
Hyderabad Convention Centre (NHCC) and Hyderabad 
International Convention Centre (HICC) 
arora comes with more than 14 years of 
experience in the areas of Sales & Marketing 
and F&b Operations. He has a proven track 
record in boosting revenue growth and holds a 

strong background in room sales, convention/association/ banquet 
sales and marketing and F&b operations. In his new role, he will 
be responsible to lead and grow the convention, corporate, MICE 
and social business. He will also be instrumental in positioning 
Hyderabad and HICC as the “best MICE Destination” in global 
markets through various marketing initiatives. 

carlson Rezidor hotel Group

Andreas Flaig, Executive Vice President of 
Development, Asia Pacific, Carlson Rezidor hotel 
Group
based in the Singapore office, Flaig reports to 
Thorsten Kirschke, President for asia Pacific. In 
his new role, Flaig will be responsible for driving 
the development strategies in asia Pacific to 

further grow its hotel portfolio and enhance its presence in this 
region. He will oversee the regional teams based in Singapore, 
China, India and Indonesia securing new management contracts 
as well as franchise and conversion opportunities. Flaig has been 
in the hospitality industry for more than 20 years, of which 16 years 
were in asia. He joins Carlson Rezidor after more than eight years 
with Jones Lang LaSalle’s (JLL) Hotels and Hospitality Group born 
in Germany, he has a bachelor of Science with distinction from 
Cornell university, School of Hotel administration. 

hyatt hotels

Manvinder Singh, Executive Sous Chef, Hyatt Regency 
Chennai 
Chef Singh comes with an experience of 
over 12 years across the globe with reputed 
chefs, coveted brands and a natural culinary 
inheritance. With an extensive experience of 
working in the European sub-continent, Singh 

is fluent in Spanish, Polish and German in addition to Indian 
languages and his expertise lies in Classical French as well as 
home-style Indian cuisine.  In his new role, Chef Malvinder will be 
supervising the team of over 100 chefs at the hotel and supporting 
the Executive Chef in ensuring adherence to brand standards, 
quality controls and profitability is in place during the versatile 
operations spread across multiple restaurants, lounges and 
diverse event spaces.

Subrata Debnath, Executive Chef, Hyatt Regency 
Chennai
Chef Debanth joins Hyatt Regency Chennai as 
the Executive Chef to lead a team of around 100 
chefs to create, energise and innovate culinary 
experiences at the award-winning specialty 
restaurants, the lobby lounge, bar, the gourmet 

deli and as well as 20,000 sq ft of event spaces at the property. 
He will also be in charge of streamlining the processes as per 
the Hyatt brand Standards. Debanth, an IHM graduate hails from 
Jamshedpur and has worked in more than ten diverse destinations 
in his career of almost 22 years. Chef Debanth has been with the 
Hyatt family for over a decade, working across Hyatt Hotels in 
Kolkata, Singapore, bangkok and Kathmandu. 

intercontinental hotels Group

Adrian Hardwick-Jones, Regional Director, Design and 
Engineering, South West Asia, InterContinental Hotels 
Group 

as part of the senior leadership team, Hardwick-
Jones will lead the regional design and 
engineering function, working closely with the 
company’s development team to drive design 

excellence and brand consistency in hotels across South West asia. 
He will be based out of Gurgaon, India. Hardwick-Jones brings with 
him over 20 years of experience in architectural design and has 
worked extensively across asia in a number of sectors including 
hospitality. Prior to joining IHG, Hardwick-Jones was based in Delhi 
for six years with a number of real estate developers, including 
Middle Eastern developer Emaar MGF, where he was Chief of Design, 
responsible for design and technical operations of the Indian arm of 
the Dubai-based company.

sarovar hotels

Rishu Roshan, General Manager, Marasa Sarovar 
Premiere, Tirupati
With over 14 years of experience from around 
the world, Roshan joins Sarovar with expertise 
in operations, food & beverage operations, 
personnel management and much more. The 
hotel is scheduled to launch in October 2014.

He holds Master of Science in International Hotel and Tourism 
Management from Oxford brookes university, uK and is also a 
diploma holder from Institute of Hotel Management, bhubaneswar. 
Prior to joining Sarovar Hotels, Roshan was Operations Manager at 
The Holiday Inn, uK. He has also worked with Heathrow Windsor 
Marriott International in London, Oxford Thames Four Pillars in 
Oxford and The Park, New Delhi.

accor

Surjan Singh Jolly, Director F&B, JW Marriott 
Bengaluru
With his immense knowledge of the culinary 
world and extensive experience in the hospitality 
industry for over two decades, Chef Jolly will be 
involved in strategising initiatives for the hotel’s 
F&b operations, including restaurants, bars, 

room service and banquets. apart from this, he will also monitor the 
implementation of departmental strategies and ensure the quality of 
Marriott brand service. His other responsibilities include mentoring a 
large team, overall management of F&b outlets and also introduction 
of new dining concepts and presentation. He will also be involved 
in facilitating and improving complete customer satisfaction with 
quality service.

hyatt hotels

Bharat Trivedi, Assistant Director – F&B, Hyatt Regency 
Chennai 
Trivedi has been associated with Hyatt in India for 
more than a decade. Trivedi joined Grand Hyatt 
Mumbai after completing his hotel management 
and has literally grown with the hotel over the 
past decade. Trivedi has successfully handled 

multiple portfolio and diverse roles at Grand Hyatt Mumbai. at Hyatt 
Regency Chennai, he will be supervising the overall operations of 
the event spaces, signature restaurants, room services and other 
F&b service related functions of the hotel. 
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hilton chennai

Amit Kumar, Director, Operations
amit Kumar has been appointed Director of 
Operations at Hilton Chennai. With over 16 
years of experience in the hospitality industry in 
India, amit has worked with Taj Hotels Resorts 
& Palaces, The Leela Palaces, Hotels & Resorts 
and Starwood Hotels & Resorts. Most recently, 

as Executive assistant Manager, Food & beverage Services at The 
Lalit, Mumbai, amit led the Menu Planning, Forecasting, budgeting, 
Resource Planning, Quality and Cost Control processes. He 
holds a Diploma in Hotel Management from the Institute of Hotel 
Management, Catering & Nutrition, ahmedabad.

Anup Mishra, Director, Human Resources
anup Mishra has been appointed Director of 
Human Resources at Hilton Chennai. anup brings 
with him 13 years of experience, having worked 
with Taj Hotels Resorts & Palaces, Mahindra 
Holidays and Resorts and InterContinental Hotels 
Group in India. anup joined Hilton Worldwide in 

april 2012 and has since served as Director,
Human Resources, at Hilton Shillim Estate Retreat & Spa and 
DoubleTree Suites by Hilton bangalore. In previous assignments, 
he focused on Employee Welfare while heading the Staffing, 
Compensation and Training & Development functions. anup holds 
a Master’s Degree in Human Resource Development from Prin. L. 
N. Welingkar Institute of Management Development & Research, 
Mumbai.

Anjani Upadhyay, Director, Finance

anjani upadhyay has been appointed Director of 
Finance, Hilton Chennai. anjani has 11 years of 
experience in Finance, nine of which he has spent 
spearheading accounting, Purchase, Storing and 
Cost Control in the hospitality industry. He has 
worked with Kenilworth, Taj Safaris and alila, 

bangalore. anjani took charge as Director, Finance, Hilton Shillim 
Estate Retreat & Spa, in September 2012. In the position, he led the 
pre-opening team through streamlining Fund Management, Taxation, 
auditing, Inventory Management and Financial Control. anjani is a 
Chartered accountant and holds a bachelor’s degree in Commerce 
from Calcutta university.

hilton worldwide

Atul Goyal, Head, Human Resources for India, Hilton 
Worldwide
Effective august 27, 2014, Goyal is based at the 
India Regional Office in Gurgaon and reports 
to brendan Toomey, Vice President, Human 
Resources - asia Pacific, Hilton Worldwide.  

Goyal’s experience in Human Resources spans almost a decade 
and includes a range of industries including hospitality, oil and gas, 
consumer durables and Information Technology. Most recently, he 
was the Regional Human Resources Manager – India, accor Hotels.  
In this position, Goyal conceptualised and implemented policies and 
procedures pertaining to Compensation and benefits, Operations 
Excellence, Talent Management and Employee Engagement.

Brigade Group

Jamshed Taraporewala, Business Development 
Manager for Hospitality Projects, Brigade Group
Jamshed Taraporewala's core responsibility will 
be to identify and source locations to develop 
hotels which are a part of brigade Groups 
expansion plan in the coming years.

Taraporwala comes with eight years of experience in the hospitality 
industry majorly focusing in the field of operations and sales. His 
prior stint was with an International commercial real estate services 
firm, Cushman and Wakefield, overseeing their South India Hotel 
Development, Consulting and Transaction advisory business. 
Taraporwala also had a long tenure with Marriott International across 
multiple trade names such as Courtyard by Marriott, Renaissance, 
The Ritz Carlton and Marriott Executive apartments in cities such 
as Chennai, Mumbai, ahmedabad and Dubai. Taraporwala holds 
a Master’s degree in Hospitality Management from the Erasmus 
university Rotterdam, Netherlands and a bachelor’s degree from the 
Taj Institute of Hotel Management, aurangabad.

carlson Rezidor

Sandy Russell, Vice President, Commercial Operations in Asia 
Pacific, Carlson Rezidor

In her role, Russell will be responsible for driving 
revenue generation strategies in the region, 
across the disciplines of global and regional sales, 
revenue optimisation, branding and marketing.
Russell has 21 years of experience in hospitality, 

of which 14 years were with Carlson Rezidor in sales and marketing 
roles including Senior Director of Revenue Generation, Director 
of Global Key accounts as well as Regional Director of Sales and 
Marketing. at Carlson Rezidor, Russell founded and chaired the 
Canadian Revenue Generation Committee for five years. Following 
that, she initiated Carlson Rezidor’s global MICE advisory board. 
In recognition of her achievement, she was presented with the 
President’s Most Valuable Player of the Year award in 2008 and the 
Innovation award in 2007. She also received the Carlson Hotels Top 
National Sales award in 2007.  Russell studied Sales and Marketing at 
Seneca College in Toronto, Canada. She has also served on several 
philanthropic boards including The Canadian National Institute 
for the blind, and is also a founding member of be The Change, 
that provides rehabilitation for children sold into sexual slavery in 
Cambodia.

to feature in the  
appointment section, 

write to: admin@sihra.in
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